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First Session,
The students of the Northe rn lncliana onnal ' ch ol observing lh!.! ncccs ity
of organization of the various political parties, each yt'ar avail themse lves of the
opportunity of holding a convention of the •ational 1 or mal Par y . Thl! tudenls
after having extensive practice in public speaking and parliamentary rule in the
various debating societies, never fail to make it one of the warmest and mo,;t enthusiastic conventions. The Kational
ormal Party has been in exisrance fifteen
years and eachyear holds its Annual
ominating Convention. The students not
only are benefitted by the experience of a cunvention, but being from all parts of
the United State , they intelligently discuss the most importanr topics of the day.
At ten o'clork, Saturday morning, June 22, 1.895, a large b dy of students of
the Northern Indiana ormal 'chool met to perfect arrangements f r the nnual
Convention of the ational N ormal Party. The meeting was called to order hy
the manager J. F.
mith.
fter having carefully outlined and c. pfained the
nature of the work to be done and the object of the conventi n, Prof. Smith appointed Messrs. C. . Thomp<;on and 0. M. Stotler, temporary ecretarie . Pr f.
mith then appointed a temporary chairman for each tate and territory t act for
and organize the various delegations.
'eparate rooms were assigned to each of
the states and territories to which the chairmen retired at once and filled the delegations as far as possible with bona fide residents of the states represented.
'incc
every state and territory i so well repre en ted it was necessary to choo ·e delegates
of the state \\hich was done hy lot.
tudents were anxious t be enrolled and
owing to the limited number of delegates it was very much regretted by the
Manager as well as all concerned that no m re could I e accommodated.

At IO o'clock July 29, the temporary chairman of the states, with their delegations drew up in front of the college, awaiting order to a:s mble in the C nven tion Hall. The roll of states was called and the delegations marched into the hall
separately .
.Mr. milh again presided.
' pon enq iry it was ascertained that every dele·
gation bad been filled.
tate delegation elected and reported temp,.>rary chairmen a folio\ ·s:
labama ............ James • 'eighL rs
• ·ew Jer. y ...... . . Theodore Lentr.
Arkan as ....... Earue t E. Hancock
• ·e \' York . ...... . 'eo. , 1.• • tercr
Calif rnia .......... . . . J. A . Log ton
• orth ak ta .. Herbert ~I c Kecbney
Colorado . ............ . E . . Holty
• 'mh
rolina . .. . .. . L. h . . Iorri
Connecticut. ..... . ... Frank Kcllegher
Ohio ... . ....... , . . 0. H. ~ 'ihart
Delaware ............. .. G. •. Brown
regon . ... . ... . . .J.rl'. •.. aughton
Florida .............. W. H. Corm dy
Penn·yh·ania ...... . . .. J. F.l aine
eor ia. . . . . .. . .. .. . A .• c onagle
Rhode II and ... . . .... . . W. BJ ck
Idaho.. . . . . ...... J. _ . - tandiford
:outh arolina . • . . .•. I~. 1. Little
Illinoi . .............. Fred I \·oung
. 'outh Dakota ..•.. . F .• •. 1 ric ken
Indiana .............. . Philip L. Mull
Tenne . ee . . .. . • . . ••. 1. E. Hugh
Iowa.... . . . ... Clarence ~lcCracken
Te.
. ... _ . . . . . . . • . . F . 'I a\ I r
'Kan ........ _.... .. . }{. B nebrake
'erm nt. ......... ... W. L. Welch
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Virgiana .......... . . . 0. 0. Miller
Kentucky ............ S. M. Sampson
Washington ....... W. H. Tompson
Louisana ....... ...... . Ray L. Smith
\Vest Vugiana . ... .. M. H. Fearnow
Maine ........ . ......... S. W. Byall
Maryland ........... • ... Philip Lewis
Wis.con in.. . . . . . . . ... J. J. Blaine
Wyoming ........ . .... H. B. Betty
Massachusetts .......... J. A. Aubry
Michigan ......... T. M. C. Hembrof£
Alaska .. ........... . E. A Roberts
Minnesota ......... ... . B. D. \Veber
Arizona ............. J. K. Stinson
Indian Territory. . ... Mr.l\IcGreavy
l\1i . ouri .... .... ........ C. E. mith
Mi sissippi ............ D. M Quinn
Oklahoma ...... . ... Chas Williams
Montana... . . ... ... H. J. H ::tlvor~on
New 1\Iexicu ............ A. E. Isley
Nebraska .... . ........ H. E. Corbett
Utah ........... . A. L. Courtright
Nevada .......... J. B . Wolfenberger
District of Columbia ... A. J. Greene
ew Hump hire ........ G. E. Garbutt
Mr. Smith, the manager, after some explanations with regard to the conven
lion, appointed Mr. totlerotempor,uy chairman. Mr. 'totler was warmly received
by the convention and after ome hrief remarks he proceeded at once to the work
.on hand. He appointed Mr. Rice and Mr. Sawyer temporary secretaries with
power to select a third.
Ir. Neterer was selecterl as third secretary.
p n motion it wa decided that at each ses ion of the convention. that unless
1.he house hall be ooner adjourned, the chair shall declare the convention adjourned at 12 o'clock noon.
The following gentlemen were then appointed temporary chairmen of the
committee : Mr. GarwicJ... on Platform. Mr. Courtright on Rules and Regulation~,
Mr. Postlewait on Credential and Mr.]. M. Little on Resolutions.
'eparate room were a signed the several committees to which they immediately retired for organization.
At u :30 the committees returned to the convention hall. The committees on
Rule and Regulation and redential rep rted a follows.
The committee on Rule and Regulations appointed lr. Courtright permanent chairman, wh reported the following.

R'ULES AND REGULATIONS.

delegatiOn·.
he chairman .::l.
han! p wer to ti l
man.
I' L' l .l:: i .. ny t t- m1y ch n~e it· vote after the r 11 call ha
and be .m! the re ... uh ha been ann un~.:ed. • 'o t te h II be 11
• te \\ith• uta ne\· 1 oil of th t t.\1 •

NOMINATING-

CONV~NTION.

II

RULE 8.
When voting, each member of the delegation shall hand his vote
to the chairman of the delegation, and said chairman shall give a verbal report of
Jthe result to the Secretary of the Convention. In case the vote reported be chal lenged the roll of the state be called, and each delegate shall ann ounce his vote to
the Secretary of 'the Convention.
RuLE 9·
No state shall be permitted to adopt the unit system, and no state
:shall be allowed to cast a full vote unless all the delegates are pre ent.
RuLE 10. That unless the house shall be sooner adjourned the chair shall
-declare the convention adjourned at 12 o'clock noon.
RULE 1 r.
That no person not a member of the Northern Indiana Normal
School shall be eligable to membership of the con:vention.
The commrttee on credentials elected Mr. Postlewait permanent chairman.
The committee reported four contested seats, but the matter was di posed of with.out any difficulty and no one was rtmcYt:d frcm his seat.
Upon motion it was decided to proceed to nominate and elect a permanent
-chairman but owing to the lateness of the hour no nomination were made.
The Chairman instructed the chairmen of the various delegations to be present
at next convention day at 9 o'clock a. m. to arrange and prepare seats for their
warious delegations.
'dhe convention stood adjourned .f or one week.
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Illi11ois .
lntliann. .
Iowa .
Kansas .
Krntnek;\'Loui.:-.ana .
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Mississippi.
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E. B. Pcristo,
C. V . l3urgencrulz,
Almon S. L<'<'r,

MyrLlc Lawlt>r,
l•'. IV . St•u.tun.
\V:t!Ttlll llf'r)(l'y ,
l•}mma Lo~tan,

,J M. Lilt-It!,
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H. U. Noble.
M. H. Ctmrto<ly,
J. I.;.l•'t't'C<l.
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1-tULE!-l AND

F. B. Patte._,
()_ K Law.ver,
R. II. v.rea vm·,
0<'0. Fetzer.
N . U . Pt'!>Ckett.
N. <lul'Wick
Rpenecr Peugh,
H... B. V{ilson.
P . W . Miteltcll,
\Vm. Parlwr,

C. Mt\C'rack<•n
G . H.. Boncl.n-ake,
R. D. Wilson.
Martin Oleson,
N . H. Larry.
Melissa Nouri.
C . K . Marks.
F. Shadoin .
Gco . l•}. Butler.
H . H . Smith,
'1'. J. Swisher.
J<.:. J . Patch.
Mout~tna,
J. B . ·wolfenburger,
Neva<l::t.
C. A. McDonald,
NPhmslm.
New H<tnlll.shirc . C1. K Un.rlJutt .
A . F . Hunte,
New .lerscv .
•r . o . Pyle.
Nf'W Yorh.'
II;. R.. Bertram.
North <'nrolina .
A . McKe<~hney,
North Dakota,
n. J . 'rhorpc.
Ohio.
J . P . Naul-{htin,
Oregon .
\\" . \V. Powell.
Pcuusvlvu n ia,
HOIIttl'll Dnnnm,
Hlloctc' fsland.
0. K <'lemcns,
Sonth ('arolina,
1{ . II . U1•lch•n.
South Dakot.:~.
J:tm es H . Pruitt,
Ti'l1llt'SSPC.
C. L. Ht't:Wi>r,
Texas.
\'ermout.
Jno. Ga1-r.
,J. M . Wood,
Vil'l-!ina .
\Vasllington,
'iV. H. Thompson,
w . R.. Locke,
'iVest Yirgina,
Atlelaid Spalsbury,
'i-Visconsiti,
H . B. Betty,
\Yyoming,

l-tEGlJT~A1'!0NS.

F... 0, Uolt.v.

,J . A. Stnntlifot'll,
JT . R . Davis.
G . \-V . Dear·t.h,
Al<>x Umy,

1!' . A .

!<~ .

HCI'l'!',

l\l:~y.
Henry Il;~g-cns,

K.

1\Iilton HolTman .
l\laric l<'rmcuct·.
J . P. Heiu .
A P . Sriver.
II . W. \Yllitin~t.

l\1. }'..], I<'anl..
Mar:.rueriLt-!. Pi tt.is,
H . S. McJ:<;lroy,
.K N. Pierson,
Louis Mull .
Mary WhiLncy.
g_ L . Jummermo.n,
C . P . Lamar.

K J . Ehlers,
B.. K . Spoonhein,
0. A . Johnson.
C. E . Rya.n.
J . K Hannock .
UliJTor<l DPo.rth .
Lttfa:vette Mansfield,
J . H . FelL
F . W . Ileni<'sman,
S. Sa,tterfieltl.
S. ll . Craig .
R.. F . Miller,
\V. J. M<·Alecr.
E . J . C . Slonaker,
Ed Stark,
Jennie L . White,

Allt:ll.

Minnie MeLalll(hlln.
C. II.. ,Julmst.un.
L. ,/.. ~'- ,):tl'l{t'I'S,
1•: . '' . Lr~mlwrt, ,
W. W. l\feude.
.1.\ . R.

Bowt~rs.

C ...... On·.

,).. !<' . Haih•y,

A.

Mi~t·nhimer.

l\1. Stults,
Lena Savnit!,
l•'rt•d KPhlt•t·.
U. IT.. ltil{terinl<,
A. ,1.. Haftstlol,
II.. JT . Dyer,
Ina Williams,
If. J. Halversen.
Nelson 'Vriflht,
0. R . Coyle.
Sila.t· Bebee,
E.. R. Crislc!r.
,J . II . Scott .
J, D. Ht.:il{hwu.y,
;has. Kizer,
). S . Guy .
Birdie Vaughan,
Hiram George,
S. M lllu.ck.
0. F. 'l'ynclall.
CPO G. Nelson,
B . C. Mr\ley,
J.. H. l3cham.
.J. W . Dunsworth,
0 . II . Miller,
E . 'i-V . Agar,
L. D . I...argr•n t .
J . A. li~~ZPlwood ,
Lena Spcnt;:e,

C~Ill' I Stolfi
OIIVt! l.ogan
\V. L. Sut:I<HII

J)orlrltl J\1:11'1 iu
\\. 11 . nuuldn
L .• 1.,\ .. ltii'I·Cl'l'
.J. J•' .•\J:t..X\\1!11
,\1. I,, R1t•piWIIS
1\. Ualhralh
Cllh-'t~ Clrloll
I•' .• J. Clmllnlll
J-:dilh lla 1'1 lo:U

,J, ''· JlelhHan
Huhv StolltJJ
W.l'r.l'vlt:
M. C. Do .~ lc

R. In•rson
.l. 1I. ,\f~··; 1'8
W. B . Oollll'rt.
Jl . •T.. llah'tll"".s<:n
,J. B. \YolfeHimrg-t:r
Henry J•\•mnter
Mrs. n. J<;, !lariJut.L

\V. ,J. Gn~rwwald
L . I<'ol(lt.:

Lcmlcl Garlherry
K K. Spoonht:hn
S. S . Brt!clwnrlol
:Julia IIynt!S

H . Hoover
L.. B . Coggcslwll
Sue H.t·t·t·t:
Jt'.
Dri•~k•!n
.Tarot"' Wolr
ft . D . C'rawror!l
W.S . Wt:kll
D. C. Jlainlt:n
.r.. \V. Vorir:s
[; . H . Mt·Co<Jic
h:o.r' . llraclenbury
Lena. Spcnc''

,V.

NO;\liNATfNG
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State and Territorial Delegates.
'The f ollowing is a complete list of state and territorial delegates .

R . C. \\' ooddy
C. S. Lamb
Carrie Ansenbaurn

ALAHA:\1A .
James Neighhnr·, Chninnan.
E . E. l'erisho
F. B. Pattee
' lara Tangnany
T. f. Little
Myrtle Lawler
Zay Little
E . H. Littlt:.
ARKA~SA

C. E. La\Yyer
Mame A bb tt

Earnest E. H:Jncock, ChairmaP .
:Keal l'o ·tlewait
Effie Funk
C. V. Rurgencr,tntz
F. \V. 'ea ton
Beth Garwick.
CALIFOR rrA.
A . Logston, Chairman.
\ 'aren Berkey
Almon Leer
Carl . ' tout
1 1rs. II. Harrison
L. tern.
COLOR-\00.
E. 0. Ilol1 y, hairman .
Olive Logan
Emma L')gan.
CU~N .c.CTlC T.
Frank Kellegher, Chairman.
• •. C. Noh!~
Florence Allen

J.

W. E. Baley

L H . \Veaner
Vanie Decraw

Geo. Fetzer

Chas. Horn

W. L ·ackett.
JJELA\\'ARE.
G. C. Brown
hairman.
Mina B. 1·ash

Abbie

~lonce.

FL RII>A.
armudv
hairman.
l\Iinnie A. ~{c Laughlin
Dosi, n Marti n
'E P( It\.
hairman .

\V. H
N. Garwick

J.

. II. Johnston

E. Freed

J.

C .• L :\1;;\l trr.ty
\V. Peter on

. 'p!n; ... r Peu«h

Frank

F. F. \\'ri;ht

Allen Helms

E. \Y. Lewis

1. L. ,ri·am re

II. Glade.

Power

II>. H
] . A. :tandif rd. Chninnan.

R. B. W il n

J. J.

Cordial

L. F.

ram
Peuben He--

Geo.

J.

F.

Tho.

r

ellelea

~la:well

wnin"'

Bes ie l'incaid

L.

J. .

Jaeger

NA TIO. AL NORMAL

M. L. Stephens
G. W. Harvey
G. W tackhouse
Clarence Paul
Jacob Leeper

C. G. 'torm
C. J. Eller
A. S. Bowers
E. A. Murphy

T. . Keating
S .. E. Co well,
W. E. Right

F. J. Clement
T. W. hannon
II. II. I' eed
Ellen Tonan

Martin Ole on
Edith artlett

Jay uifford
Milton H off man

I DIANA.
Philip L. 1\Iull, Chairman.
B. G. Bowers
Ed. mith
H. \V. ~Iead
\Vm. Parker
C. W. Dearth
H. V. Lehman
L. F. Ilullm an
W. L. Fisher
J. D. Foor
IOWA.
Clarence ~1cCracken, Chairman.
Eardley Bell
Jesse Watkins
T. E. O'Connor
Ed L. F-errier
Alexander Gray
Lottie Horn
A. Galbraith
KANA
G. R. Bonebrake, Chairman.
F. A. Peese
C. T. Orr
J. D. Barney
Olive Orton
. E. Vickizer
Charity Long
KENTUCKY .
. . M. amp on, Chairman.
J. F. Bailey
T. . Williams
R. D. Wit on
R. R. Rule
. B. Baird
1iss . E. BishoP'
G. E. King
E. K . .May
LO I A. A.
Ray L. mith, Chairman .
.:'llertie Ellis
Anna Betzer
Henry II gen
. F. White
. ~Ii·entimer
1
~L\L. E .
. \\'. Byall Chairman.
~ . H. Larry
. I. tults
J. A. Hdlnum
.\n na Kipp
~L\RYLA.

Ilelena

Gro--:~int

Fred Kehler
W. H. P le
II. II. B a y
Marriett •• l:ltti ·

A. H. 'i ,·akian
A. r. 'nv r
.1. Yertm
L. L. Faul

rn.

Philip I C\\ i.
hairman.
Emma ~!iller
l'uby ,'t tler
Lena I :l\'ore
~~ \ • . \ ' IJL'ETT.'.
J. A .•\ uhery, Chatrman .
. K. ~lark·
f. P. Reel
\\ m. ~Iolloy
·r. r .. hil
·u. Ruem•T
.. \. Aubry
~I. ry ~Iiller
I'. ·. Patterson
G. C. ~br h 11
E ~I. 'tl ve
:\IICH!G \ , •.
T .. I. . llembruff, hairman.
li ..\. :\Iiller
G ..\. \\'ride
B .• \. \"an Ouine
• 1. . Tripp
F. hadoin
• [. C. Davie
L. F. \\are
G. H. RiC:ierink
T.\.
II
R. D. \\'
n.
• o. . B tier
• . T. Raft hol
H. \\ . \\'hitin ...
· •. Kuter
•• :'11 . ran ickle

NO MIN ATI G CONYE:"J'fiO~

A. H. Dyer
Anna H . Johnston
J. H. Myers
Emma Lenhart
F . E. Carlin

Joel Everitt
Ida Williams
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VIRGINIA.

j. M. Wood
H. E. Xankey
J. M. Venable
Kate Fisher

0. H. Miller, Chairman.
C. C. Hainlin
R. F. Miller
Frank Howininski
D. E. Simmons,
A. A. Miller
W. E. Michaels
Nellie Titus
WASHINGTON.

l\1:. J. McClur

W. H. Thompson, Chairman.
J. M. McAleer,
E W. Edgar
WE~T

VIRGINIA.

Chas. Shanon
J. D. Largent

M. H. Fearnon, r.:hairman.
W. R. Locke
L. R. McCoole

Geo. F. Vradenburg
Adelaide Spalsbury
E. J. Andrewski
Earl Ketchem

John J. Blaine, Chairman.
Ed Stark
J. A. Hazelwood
A. E. Lecy
W. J. Foulks
R. A. Storm
Andrew Reinwand
E. E. Gruber

E.

J.

C. Slonaker

WISCONSIN.

WYOMING.
H. B. Beaty, Chairman.
Jennie White

Lena Spence
TERRITORIES.
Arizona..... . . . . . . .... J. K. Stinson
Alaska ................ E. A. Roberts
District of Columbia .... . A. J. Greene
Indian Territory .. ...... C. McGreevy

New Mexico .... ...... ... A. E. Isley
Oklahoma. . . . . . . . ... Chas. Williams
Utah ....... . ...... A. L. Courtright

Second Session
CoLLEGE IliLL, July 6, 1895.
Promptly at 10:15 temporary chairman Stotler rapped for order. On motion
the convention dispensed with the reading of the minutes and proceedetl to
nominate and elect a permanent chairman. The nomi nating speeches were
limited to one·half minute.
Mr. C. S. Tompson was nominated by J.F. Bailey,and Clarence McCracken by
Fred DeYoung. The nominations were declared closed and the convention pro ·
ceeded to ballot which owing to the irregularity and many changes of some of the
states had to be repeated without a result heing announced.
The second ballot at noon to,1d: J. J. Blaine 4,
. E. Isley 3, larence
McCracken 179, \ . C. Ryan 35, C. ·. Thompson 225. Some of the states yet
wishing to change their vote no one was declared permanent chairman.
Manager mith then !'aid that one more ballot would be taken and if no one
was elected the permanent chairman would be appointed. The convention stood
adjourned.
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Third Session.
Promptly at Io:oo o'clock Temporary Chairman E. M. Stotler rapped for
order and after a few remarks announced that the election of a permanent chairman having been left unfinished at the previous meeting, the convention would
proceed at once to ballot for same.
Owing to the delay of business at the previous session on account of many of
the states changing their vote, the manager deemed it prudent to consume no more
time than for one ballot. The register of votes was as follows:
E. M. Stotler, 1;
C. S. Thompson, 225; C. McCracken, 225.
No candidate having received the required number of votes to elect, the marl·
ager immediately appointed Mr. E. M. Stotler permanertt chairmarl.
The appointment was received with round after round of applause, "{hich unmistakely ev need a general feeling of satisfaction.
On motiort of Mr. C. S.
l'hompson the action of the manager was declared the action of the convention;
thus unanimously ratifying the appointment.
As Mr. Stotler came forward to take his seat as permanent chairman he was
warmly greeted, thus assuring him that he had the hearty support anti good will of
the convention.
He spoke substantially as follows:
PEECH OF E. M. STOTLER.
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN 0~ THE CONVENTION:

It is with no little disappointment that I accept the chairmanship of the convention, having looked with sati faction that there would be an election from the
indicated proceedings of this morning; and in the acceptance of such a responsible
position I do it believing that it would have been better could we have secured a
cho"ce of the assembly, but since the work of the convention must continue without
further delay the manager kindly requests me to remain in the chair.
First, I must thank you very heartily for the demonstration of Si:ltisfaction with
the appointment and hope you may still heed the proverb that "In union there is
strength" and lend your hearty co operation to make the permanent organization
as successful as you mo t gloriously have made the temporary one.
,
Already too much time has been consumed in our efforts to affect a choice,
hence we must hasten all the more with the future concerns of the convention.
More than ixty-five millions of people in this fair land of ours are awaiting
with abated breath the proceedings of this day.
uch a result as has just been
reported will be the marvel and wonder of the generation to come.
v ith the separate interests at stake and the money influence at work among
our people it seem hardly po sible for the vote of this morning.
But to mo t
minds it presents clearly the love and respect our representative delegates h ve for
the ability of the two competitors for the place.
Indeed they were both giants in intellect and parliamentary practice, else how
could the result, after three week deliberation have been what we have had to
report.
The people of the United States present some striking examples of co-operaIt make little
tion and common sen e that are indeed the marvel of the world.
difference how diverse the interests of one individual are to those of another, or
how bitter the oppo ition of two contending partie .
soon a a choice i effected
by either antagoni tic faction, the defeated repre entative lock arm with the succe sful and unite in making the object of their former oppo~ ition a ucce~ .
'uch
indeed i the hi tory of the American people in the pa t and such we hope may
be for ages to come.
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We are about to fling the banner of a new party to the breeze and rally round
its standard to redeem our country from the corrupting influences that are working
on her people.
•
For years we have been reveling in the shade of the political temple of our
fathers. Indeed, the ideas and principles which they advocated called forth new
parties in their day, but parties often outlive their infhtence.
They are created to
fulfill their separate missions and meet the demands of emergencies, and havi!:!g
accomplished this they become enfeebled with age and must be set aside for the
new.
Believing such a time is come when the nation needs the stimulus of a master
hand and the impulse of a new political organization, we propose to give to our
constituents the platform of a new party whose principles are based upon the com mon and impartial interests of _the various sections of our country.
Then let us enter into the works of our organization with that calm deliueratiun that so characterized our fathers in the time of their trials and dangers.
Let us build a strong platform upon which the l:Ommon interests of our whole
country may be united, and we may then have the assurance that the ensuing campaign will not be one of democratic or republican triumph, will not be one of corruption against corruption, will not be one of capital against labor, but a campaign
in which the weaker as well as the stronger elements of our c mntry are recognized
and be assured that the party that will march triumphantly on to victory at our
next election will be the National Normal Party.
On motion the temporary secretaries were made permanent.
A call was then made for the report of the committee on platform.
After the reading of the platform by the chairman of the committe J. 0. Pyle,
a motion was carried to adopt it by sections.
Owing to an equal division of the Committee on Platform with regard to the
raising of revenus it was left to be tilled in by the convention.
On motion it was decided that all sections not considered at 12 o'clock, noon
shuuld be declared adopted.
The convention decided to consider section II relating to revenue laws first
and the silver clause second.
Mr. Brown brought before the convention a plank proviclinf~ for a tariff for
reve~o~ue only and moved its adoption.
Mr. Isley, by way of amendment, introduced a bill providing for all revenue to be raised by tax upon lands irrespective
of improvements· Mr. Garbutt, as an amendment to the amendment, introduced
a bill providing for a protective system of raising revenue. Mr. Garbutt's amendmendment was carried, but the original motion beintr defeat~d, Section [l was left
vacant.
At 12 o'clock, noon, tht: convention stood adjourned.

Platform.
PR AMBLE.
Incited by the meu10ries of our fathers who made proclamation f the birth of
the nation, to high aims for the good of our country and mankind, and looking to
the future with unfaltering courage, hope and purpose, we, the representative of
the National ormal Party, in Natio.lal C nvention as ·em bled, make the following
declaration of principles:
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I.-The security of the Republic rests upon an equal, intelligent and honest
ballot, and we denounce all fraud, intimidation and violence wherever practiced
and under whatever form.
II.- Every qualified voter shall be permitted to cast one free and unrestricted
ballot and have that ballot honestly counted.
III.-The right of suffrage shall be restricted to those who can read and write
the English langllafZ;e. The privilege of voting in each state shall be restricted to
citizens of the United States.
IV.-We demand th e election of preside!lt, vice-president and U. S. senators
by a direct vote of the people. We recommend that the president's term be extended
to six years and that he be ineligihle for a second term.
V. - Warned by the increasing strife between capital and labor, and the onward
march of monopoly, we demand the abolition of all tru-ts whatsoever, and ask the
appointment of a hoard of arbitration to settle all disputes that may arise between
employer and employe.
VI.-We favor the thorough and honest enforcement of our civil service laws
and the extension of its principle to every department of the government.
VIL-We view with growing alarm the power of the liquor traffic and declare
for state and federal legislation looking toward the suppression of the same.
VIII.-Ail lands now held by railroads and other corporations in excess of
actual needs and all unearned grants should be reclaimed by the government and
held for actual settlers only. Ownership of lands by foreign syndicates should be
prohibited.
IX.- We demand the use of both gold and silver as current money with such
restrictions as will secure a parity of values of the two metals, so that the pnrchas·
ing power of $r in the markets of the world, whether of gold or silver, shall be at
all times equal. \Ve are therefore uncompromisingly opposed to the free and un ·
limited coinage of silver at the legal ratio of r6 to r.
X.-We behold with pleasure our rapidly growing commercial interests, and
hat they may be still further extended we demand government aid in the construeion of the .Nicaragua Canal and its protection against foreign control.
XI.-While we recognize the worth of the great b0dy of naturalized citizens
who have sought and adopted this republic as their home and country, we believe
in protecting the American wage-earner and the peace and prosperity of our nation
against the evil effects of indiscriminate immigration from the pauper and criminal
classes of Europe, by wise laws that shall properly regulate and restrict immigration.
XH.-Lapse of time does not weaken our gratitude to the soldiers and sailors
of our Union.
Pensions are a sacred debt of the nation.
We favor granting pensions to
every honorably discharged soldier and sailor suffering from unavoidable disability.
'III.-We recognize the dangers arising from the mas of ignorant voters in
our country, and a remedy for the san1e demand that in all schools receiving public
money the English language be taught and spoken. And we favor a compulsory
law to secure attendance at such schools.
XIV. - Owing to our rapidly increasing commercial interest on the high seas,
we di tinctly favor the increa e of our navy in ju t proportion to the end that
American commerce and American eamen may be fully protected in every part of
the world.
X\·.-\ e favor the reduction of postage on first-cia. mail matter to one cent
per ounce .
• ' \I. \Ve favor the separation of chnrch and tate for the !:ake alike of civil
and religious freedom, and condemn effort to create a distinction among citizen
Qecau e of difference in faith as repugnant to an enli~hteneq age and aqhorre~t tq
the in~tinct~ of American freedom.
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C HAIRMAN COM. ON PLATFORM.
BIOGRAPHY.
J. 0. PYLE was born born on a farm in White county,
Ill., July 17, 1872. He worked on the farm untilhewas
r8 years of age. While vassing his his farm life he
attended the district school during the winter monts and
also pursued his studies privately. At r8 he entered the
school room as a teacher, which position he filled three
years, teaching two years in a district school and one
year as principal of the West Side school, Carnn, []!. In
Augusr, 1892, he attended the sess ion of Southern Illinois Teachers' Association helrl at East St. Louis.
In
June, 1893, he came to Valparaiso attending the Normal
school during the summer term, visiting the World's Fair
on Sat~rday's. In July of the same year he was sent as
delegate to the International convention of the B. Y. P.
U. held at Indianapolis. After the close of the summer
term he spent a week in company with his brother at
the World's Fair. In September, 1893, he entered the scientific class from which
he graduated August, 1894. He was elected vice president of the Normal Y. M.
C. A. and sent as one of the delega1es to the A<iSociation Conference held the same
month at Geneva, Wisconson.
~1r. Pyle entered the classical cour:;e in 1894 and
is pursuing the work of that course at the present time which he will finish the cur . rent year.

Fourth Session.
CoLLEGE CHAPt<:L, July zoth, 1895·
Promptly at 10 o'clock Chairman E. M. Stotler rapped for order and called
for the business of the convention. Motion made and carried to have the nominating speeches begin promptly at 10:45·
It was then moved and carried to have the chairman appoint six sergeant-atarms. The following are the appointments:
1essrs. Isley, Brown, Buellisfielcl,
Cordial, Bradenburg and McGonagle.
The report of the Committee on Resolutions was then called for and reported
by the chairman, Mr. J. ~1. Little. The following are the resolutions as amended
and adopted.
WHER EAS, In the death of the late Prof. Huxley, England has sustained a
great loss,
Be it resolved, That we expre~s our appreciation of his great worth and extend
to his nation our sympathy in its loss.
Resolved, By the death of Walter Q. Gre<>ham the United . tates has lost one
of her noblest sons and the world oqe of her financiers. That we reverance him as
a man whose influence wa<; for the betterment of mankind.
Resolved. We condemn the manner 111 which the Armenian subjects have
been treated by their rulers, and, as citizen<; of a peace-loving nation we ask that
the proper steps be taken as far as po~sible to secure to t~ese 11nfqrtunate sublect!i
the nece!jsary protectioq.
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Resolved, T hat we look with disfavor upon the present ac tion of Russia in
massing troops upon the Corean f rontier with the evi~ent purpose in view of aFmex ing th at coun try to their terri tory.
At the conclusion of the adoption of the resolutions, the work of nominating
candidates was commenced.

CHAIRMAN COM. ON R E SOLUTIO NS.
BIOGRAPHY.
JOSEPH M . LITTLE i a graduate of the scientific
class of 1894-'95 from the . I. r. S. He was born
at Ramsey, Fayette county, Illinois, and is a succe ful teacher of several years experience.
Mr. Little
is a g raduate of the public school of Fayette county
comple ting the Illinois state course of study in 1891.
The graduating exercises were the first ever held in
the coun ty, and Mr . Little graduated at the head of
a class of twelve.
An alumni association was
formed with Mr. Little a president. He was first
a member of the N. I. . S. in 1890. Then after
teaching two years in his home county he again
returnerl to Valparaiso in 1 92.
He afterwards
taught two year in Menard county, Illinoi , and
again returned to
alparaiso in 1894. Mr. Little
has four brothers, all teachers, attending the normal.
The "Little Brothers" are well known and popular students.

CH AIRMA N COM. ON CRE D ENTIALS.
l:HOGR PHY.
NE L PO TLEWAIT wa born in Jeffer!"on county,
Pa. He attended the di trict school in the winter
and assisted on hi father' farm during the ummer.
In spring of 1889 he went to the northern peninsula
of Michigan where he was engaged in the upply
store of the 'agola Lumber Co.
He soon a umed
the management of the store which afterwards
proved to be a succe . Although a democrat he
was appointed a si tant postmaster at agola under
Harrison s administration. In 1893 he re·igned his
position with the, agola Lumber Co. to enter the r .
I. N. . in eptember of the ame year, graduating
in the pharmacy cour e in I 94, and at the beginning of the pre ent school year entered the scien
tific work, from which course he will graduate at the
close of this term.
Mr. P. hope to complete his
studes with the cia sic work next year.
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Nominating Speeches.
BIOGRAPHY.
W. S. WELCH was born in Rdsecrans, Lake coi.mty;
Illinois, Feb. 28, 1875.
lie attended the public
He
schools until he was seventeen years of age.
then attended college at Valparaiso for three terms
after which he returned home aud was engaged in
teaching school for several years. He made his
schQol a success as well aseverything he attempted.
He is especially interested in debating and literary
work and has been an active and energetic worker
in the cause for several years. He hasbeen president
of several large literary and debating societies in his
home county. He again entered college at Valparaiso, Indiana, in 1895, arid was ali earnest and
energetic student.
He ha-; again returned home
where he is enraged in the gtaded schools north df
Chicago.

SPEECH OF W. S. WELCI-1,
NOMINATING GEORGE A. MILLER!

Realizing and recognizing the responsibiEty of the welfare and success of sevo
enty millions of human souls, weare gathered together today in political convention to select a leader from the National Normal Party f or the Presidency of the

U.S. A.
A system of government is never complete.
New conditions arise, new laws
have to be made, old machinery wears out and needs repairing. This is especially
true of the government in a growing country.
It is not with malice nor levity, but with serious mind and purpose, that we
approach the fundamental principals that must be properly solved in the future. It
is too grave for bitterness, too alarming for charlantry.
1uch that has been in the
shadowy background of doubt is now displayed in the bright foreground of indisputable fact.
"\Voe to the man that don't speak the gospel," is the cry of the apostle of
today as it was Him of old, whose ringing utterances and burning words to the fol lowers of Nazerene, have come to u thundering down the corridors uf time.
Many troubles confront the people of today, but the pursuit of happiness is
within the reach of everybody. Never had working peoJ.>Ie such a heritage, a.
bequeathed by our forefathers.
Never such rights as were won by the revolution.
We glance along the lines of the ages and see our country growing ever freer
and richer, and strone:er and happier-ever yet more and more the wonder of the
world. How enchanting the vista!
We have invited all to come and partake uf
the feast of fat things.
Its fertile soil is as fertile as ever . It natural wealth of
every kind is yet boundle . Its mines of all useful minerals and metals arc yet
awaiting their full development. fhe sun shines as erst it shune over our vast
stretch of territory, laved by the two great oceans of the world, laved by the gleaming lakes of the fre h water of the north and the salt of the south.
Our crops of grain and cotton, sugar and fruits, and all other things, grow
greater year by year. Our fisherie are alive with the choicest food.
Our water
courses are yet full. The eagle is perched aloft.
Our sires loom up the more impres ively the farther we recede from them.
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Our means, our products, our commerce, our trade and our populatidn are
greater than they were at any time in the past. The great statute of liberty towers
grandly in the picturesque Harbor of ew York, holding aloft the mighty torch,
lighting the foreigners to our land.
The old gates at Castle Garden have long swung inward with a welcoming
creak, as the foreigner passed through into "the land of the iree and the home of
the brave.''
Many have settled in our already crowded cities and mines, creating riots,
strikes, and breeding anarchy. Others has pushed out across the western plains,
fording the gidtly rivers that have never been harnessed, and erected their little
cabin on the open ptairie.
Many things are to be solved in the next decade. Debts must be paid through
the prosperity of the people.
Money can not be made by passing resolutions in a
political convention. It must be dug out of the earth,
Knowing these things we demand a man thoroughly acquainted with public
affairs, a reform after, as well as before the convention. We demand a politician
with an open brow and secret thought.
A politician in the broadest, purest sense
of the word.
A man of ability. We demand a man with a strong will power, resolute character and inflexible resolutions.
We demand a man well versed in the duties that
are to come upon him. A man that will retain the honor and respect of the United
States abroad. We demand a leader who is a clear thinker, one who can comprehend the intracies and complexities of our foreign relations, a man who is a loyal
American citizen, ar.d a gallant leader of the National Normal Party. We demand
a man who believes in canying out the constitution of the United States and guaranteeing to all equal civil rights and special privileges to none. No matter if some
have worn the shackles of slavery aud writhed beneath the overseer's pitiless whip.
With such a platform we are able to meet any resistance that may present
itself. So with all these things in view we are convenerl together to select a helmsman for the old ship of state that will stear clear of shoals of inaction, that will
shun the rocks oE bankruptcy and carry us safely through the whirlpool of intern ·
perance into smooth seas of peace and prosperity. Such a helmsman is the gallant
leader of the National Normal Party from Michigan-Geo. A. Miller.

BIOGRAPHY.
C. P. Lamar was born in Mahaska county, Iowa, I 70.
lie is the younge t
of a family of seven children. His ancestors on both sides were American as far
as can be traced. \Vhen a boy he worked on his father' farm during the ummer
and attended a country sehoul about three months each winter.
t the age of 18
he went to the western part of the state to teach chool after which he taught in
ebraska until he wa employed as principal of the towh hip high school at nderwood, Iowa. In the fall of I 92 he entered school at Valparai o, Ind., and graduated from the cientific cour e the next summer. For the Ia t two year he has
been employed a principal f the scho ls at Pe tone anJ Frankford, Ill.
lie is
now attending school at Valparai o where he intend to remain everal year

PEE H OF C. P. L :\L R
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\ e come togeth r here today from all corner of the country to name a man
for the highe t office within the gift of the .A merican 1 eople. We cannot aiTorJ to
be actuated by any mean or elfi h motive. \\'e are all member of the ame party.
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Whoever receives a majority of the votes of this convention we should all give our
hearty support.
While there are no gigantic difficulties immediately threatening our government, there are many internal discensions. These discentions are symptoms of
national disease and corruption, and if they are not eradicated they may yet rend
our bonds of union asunder.
"In an hour when you think not the thief cometh."
Little did Rome think, in the height of her glory, but that her republic should
tand until the candles of heaven be burned out. But soon the ghouls were thund~ring at her gate
No time since the birth of our nation have ~ had a greater demand for an
honest statesman at the head of our government.·' In a time of peace and prosperity our nation should be freeing itself from debt instead of increasing its obligations
at the alarming rate of a million dollars per day.
In less than three years at the
present-rate our national debt will be doubled, and our country's credit greatly depreciated. Such conditions show a lack of management in our governmental
affairs.
The eyes of seventy millions of people are resting upon us here and we
cannot be two careful in our deliberations.
We must name a man whose character is above reproach.
One whom will
not need to expend our energies in defending. One who would rather be right
than be president.
We have searched the country from the "Laughing Waters of the Chesapeak,"
to the Golden Gate, from the Rio Grande to Lake Superior, and at the point of
the intersection of these lines we have found the man that fills the bill
We have never yet had a president from beyond the ·~Father of Waters," bul
that is no reason why we never should have. 01'\e hundred years ago then our center of population was near Baltimore, Mel.
Now it is near the western boundary of Indiana.
"New conditions teach new lessons;
Time makes ancient good uncouth;
They must upward still and onward,
Who would keep a brest with truth." '
Therefore, in behalf of the state of ew York, I place in nomination C. E.
Smith, of Missouri.
Ladies and gentlemen you cannot afford to disregard the voice of Missouri.
Only four states in the union has more votes
And situated as she is in the geographical center of our country, she is the hub around which our entire nation
revolves.
The gentlemen I have placed in nomination not only comes from the heart of
the nation but from the heart of the people as well. He believes in equal rights
to all and special privileges to none.
He knows no North, no South, no East, no
\Ve t. " He believes in legislation for the wheat grower of the 1 orth as well as the
cotton grower of the South; for the shop hand of the east as well a the man who
roams the prairies of the We t.
"~~ith charity for aU and malice towards none," C. E. Smith stands head and
shoulders above every other man in thi convention. The poet has told you that
some '"are born great, some achieve greatne s, and orne have greatne ·s thru t
upon them." The gentleman I have just named wa born great, he has achieved
greatness, aud now if elected he will havt: greatne s thrust upon him, because it
wa only at the earne t olicitations of his friends that he has allo~ eel his name to
be presented fo this convention.
Give us our candidate and our posterity will read his name, written across the
skies of pro perity, and his name will go down into history as the brightest pages
that were ever written.
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FORREST EDWARD HUGHES was born the 28th clay
of August, 1874, in the state of Pennsylvania, county 8£
Snyder. His father was a progressive farmer in the
east central part of the state. At the age of eleven his
father died, leaving eight children, four girls and four
boys, of which Forest Edward Hughes, is the next to the
youngest. He stayed with his oldest brother and sis'"
for two years upon the farm and in the summer of I
and r8tJ he worked upon a farm as a hired hand.
n
the spring of 1888 he came west to Indiana and there
worked upon a farm. In the winter of 1889 he came to
Valparaiso and there attended school for a number of
years. He then secured a position as teacher in a high
school 111 M)ct,, !•lorida, and at the close of his school returned to Valparaiso and
entered the fourth term of the junior law class and is now a member of Hon. A. L.
Jones' summer term. If nothing prevents he will graduate with the law class of
1896, and his prospects as an attorney and orator are promising. May success
crown his efforts.
SPEECH OF F. E. HUGHES,
OMINATJNG FRANK D. M'CLURE.
!VlR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

vVe are called upon as citizens and as men and women, by the highest motives
of duty, interest and happiness, ,to name a man who will lead the National Normal
party to victory. Viewing the past history of the two old parties we may well say
they have outgrown their usefulness. They have legislated and enacted laws until
this country has become the greatest robber and oppressor that controles the desti ·
nies of men. Hear the tale which every wind sweeping from the Atlantic to the
Pacific brings of their appalling condition. Bowed down with taxes, they work for
life, and thank God for even so gracious a privilege. Day and night the unceasing
moan arises for bread, and should nature rebel and the people rise, the dragoon's
sabre settles the right.
The ational Torma! Party stands today before the country pre-eminently the
party of universal liberty. Measured by that standard of patriotism-one of the
greatest and grandest standards by which to measure public men and political organization!', measured by that standard of humanity-that humanity that stoops
down and lifts up the poor arid lowly, the oppressed and castaways, the poor struggling sons and daughters of toil and misfortune-measured by that standard, the
National Normal Party stands before this country today without a peer in our history or in the history of the world.
Measured by these grand and glorious standards, the East with her hills and
her valleys, with her countles..c; sails, and the rocky ramparts, the North with
her thousand villages, and her harvest home, with her frontiers of the lake and the
ocean, and the West with her forest sea and her inland isles, with her luxuriant
expanses clothed in the verdant corn and her majestic Missouri, the South, opulent
in the mimic snow of the cotton, in the rich plantations of the rustling cane, and
in the golden robes of the rice field, from all these great centers the eye of 65 milhans of free men are awaiting the action of this convention.
Who will best lead the National Normal Party hosts in the impending struggle
for the restoration of honest government and the constitutional rights and liberties
of the people, is the important question for us to decide.
\Ye have a platform
broad enough for every citizen to stand upon. \Vith :this platform and with a man
at the helm who knows the needs of the toiling millions of this country, there can
be no defeat.
The ~ational Normal Party wants a man who will guide the old
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ship of State out of the shoals of despondency, into the calm waters of peace and
prosperity. The National Normal Party wants a man who knows enough to know
that the banner of the stars and stripes must float over a continent redeemed and.
Such a
consecrated to the happiness of mankind; not by bullets hut hy ballots.
man is Frank D. McClure, of New York.
I norninate one whose name will suppress all factions, will be alike acceptable
to the North and to the South, the East and the West-a name that will thrill the
Republic. Nominate him, and you select a man who had the fortune to be born
among the poor and to feel against his great heart the throb of the toiling and suffering masses of humanity. Nominate him and you nominate a man who in integ ·
rity is wealthy, and in brain a millionaire. With him we can appeal to the supreme
tribunal of the American people against the corruption of the democratic and repub·
Iican parties and their untold violations of constitutional liberty. With him as our
chieftain the bloody banners of the republican and democratic parties will fall from
their palsied grasp. He is a statesman who will need no introduction to the Am r·
ican people. His name and record are known wherever the stars and stripes are
are allowed to float and unfurl its colors to the breeze.
His is no sectional £am ':! .
With sympathies as broad as the continent, a private character as spotlest as the
snow from the heavens, an intellect keen and bright as a flashing sabre,a courage
that none dare question, honest in thought and deed, they need not be told who
and what he is.
Who more than he will as a candidate appeal to the best interests of our party
and our country? In whom more than he will the business interests of country,
now reawakening to new life and hope, confide for that economy and repose which
shall send capital and labor forth like twin brothers, hand in hand, to the great
work of building up the country's prosperity and advancing its civilization?
Who
better than he will represent the heart and intellect of our great party, or give expression to its noblest inspirations? Who more than Frank D. McClure, "that
silent man of destiny," will the hardy -handed toiling millions of this country
indorse at the polls, whose biography may be read in "the brief and simple annals
of the poor." Nominate him and success is assured. His name will fall like a
benediction upon the land, and will pressage victory that will sweep like a whirl·
wind from the lakes to the gulf and from ocean to ocean.
His very name will be
a platform. It will fire every American citizen with a new zeal and put a sword in
the hand of every honest man with which to drive from place and power the reckless men who have for fifty years held both against the express will of the American people.
Take the whole whole people into your confidence and tell themthat an honest
and patriotic party is to be led by as honest and pure a man as G od ever made,
Frank D. McClure, of New York. Tell them our party has the courage of its convictions, and thaf statesmanship, ability and honesty are to be realized once more
iu the government of the United tates.
Nominate him, and coming time will put him in that galaxy of
merican
which make our history the day·star of the Republic. Nominate him, and he will
carry a majority of the states represented in this convention.
He will carry the
grand old Empire state, a state that stands like the angle of the Apocalypse, with
one foot resting upon the sea and the other upon the land, the mistress of both. It
has the-spirit of fcClure in its bosom.
Ladies and gentlemen of the convention, in this supreme moment the destinie s
of the Republic are at stake and the liberties of the people are imperiled. The
people hang breathless on your deliberation. Take heed.
Make no misstep.
This convention is master of a supreme opportunity, can name the next president
of the nited tates, and make sure of his peaceful inauguration. It can speed
the nation in a career of grandeur eclipsing all past achievements. We have only
to li ten above the din and look beyond the dust of an hour to behold the ational
.1. -ormal Party advancing to victory, with its greatest marshal at its head, Frank D.
1cClure, of New York.
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CHARLES A. BRU ER was born near Oswego, Illinois. He is the son of Anna and John Bruner. His
early childhood was spent on the farm, but at the age
of IO he entered school at Streator, Illinois. During
his attendance at this !:chool he gave special attention
to the study of literature. He als0 learned the trades
of carpertering, bricklaying and engineering, later
taking a special literary and theological course.
At
the age of nineteen, he, with two brothers, with limited means, started in the brick business. At the
close of two successful years they also began the manufacture of tile together with thebrick which proved
quite successful, but which was not without adverse
experiences, the factory being within three years three times destroyed, first by a
cyclone, followerl by the explosion of a boiler, and last hy fire; the plant was repeatedly rebudt with modern improvements and at last changed hands, and Charle
entered the Northern Indiana
ormal at Valparaiso, Indiana.
After spending
some t ime at this; place in the study of special literary work which he was com
pelled to give up because money owed to him could not be had, and he returned
to his horne in Streeter, Illinois.
After spending a short vacation, he went to
' hicago and engaged in mission work, the object of which was to provide a home
for the friendless b<at-blacks and news-boys. During this time he continued his
studies and passed examinations in branches of literature and theology.
fhen
fnllowied two years of public literary work, after which he returned to Vaiparaiso
and again entered the Normal School where he remains up to the present date.
SPEECH OF C. A. BRUNER,
' OMINATING PHILIP

1\lR.

. LEWIS

CHAlR\1AN, LADIES A 'D GENTLEMEN:

We are assembled here to do service for the grandest country on earth, a
country posses..,ed of every advantage, of every privilege, of every circum tance
which can afford scope for the utmost development within the range of human possibility. II ere is seventy two billions of capital; here are the interests of sixtyseven milions of people, and we are about to hand to one of our fellow citizens the
management of the interests of this people' of this wealth, in a truly repre ent'etive
party, a p.1rty of the kings and queens of America. A party whose only distinction is merit; a party which has not been found or discovered, but which has
grown out of necessity because of the nation's progress.
For science is going forth new worlds to bail,
Commerce is crowding in more steam, more sail.
The press shows every morning on the street
igns of progress in its printed sheets.
'What sunny heights the feet of learnin!{ scale,
Business goes forth to battle and prevail;
Art a div ner mastery invokes,
culpture is striking nobler chi eled strokes;
Look where where you will through every open gate,
The states are going forward straight.
And with tbi progress the old parties cannot keep step
Within these United
tates rna sive \Vheel of enterprise are found but few men possess the power to
make these whee)!; go round.
~enators have talked about them long; statesmen
have put them under their pries; conventions have met to view them over but left
them tanding as before.
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With all due respect to the old parties, their influence and usefulness have
gone; though they served their time and served it well, yet this age of rapid progress demands a party adequate to its needs, and therefore the National Normal
Party. There are no dark clouds of adversity through which the sun of prosperity
may not be made to shine; there are no conflicting elements of labor and capital
but what can he rightly settled; there are no financial difficulties over silver and
gold, over East and West, but what can be fairly and and justly equalized.
'Tis true that the hum and the buzz of the factory wheels are silent; 'tis true
that the farmer, who is the backbone of this country, is wearily drudging between
the plow- handles, with a mortgage on the very soil his plowshare turns; 'tis true
that laws are such that makes it possible for millions more than are produced each
year to flow into the hands of the capitalists; 'tis true that under the licence system millions are spen t annually to degrade the youths, in which the queen of this
country, the mothe r who gave them birth, has no voice; 'tis true that hunger and
want and destituti()n are seen on every hand, but this nt;ed not be so as it is the
result of poor legislation and bad government. The bosom of the western hills
and valleys lie awaiting the gentle hand of the sower. There are deposited resources
in the bowels of the earth almost bursting the walls of their chambers, and factories
are already constructed and fully equipped awaiting to consume these resources.
There are thousands of broad shouldered sons of toil standing at the factory doors
ready and willing to work, and millions of dollars in the banks crying "use · us to
develop these resources and put into operation the commercial forces."
It needs but a manager. A man! a man is needed. A man who knows that
prosperity and right legislation and equal rights come together; tha t when they
come, they come hand in hand through the waving, golden harvest fields; hand in
hand by the whirling spindles and th e turning wheels of the factories; hand in hand
when furnaces are kept ablaze; hand in hand when the countless sons of toil are
employed; band in hand when the silver man of the West and the gold p1an of the
East; when tariff and free trade; woman's suffrage and single tax; and labor and
capital, and all, receive not special but equal legislation.
A man broad enough to comprehend the relation of this government to other
nation's; a man who knows that labor, not law, makes money and brings p'rosperity to th is country; a man who knows that in order to preserve and bring money to
this country we must be one in aim, one in interest; in law one granting equal privjleges to all and special to none; a man who knows where to find and how to touch
the magic button that will make America the paradise garden of possibilities, privileges and aduantages, what she can and oughr to be.
Such a man is found in the immortal Philip N. Lewis, a man whose life is as
pure as the American air which he, an American, breathes .
A man who is a parliamentarian; a man who is a financier; a man who is a manager; a leader of leaders; a statesman of statesmen; whose heart is large enough to sympathize with all
th.e suffering, and whose brain is large enough to comprehend the needs of all of
this glorious country.
Ladies and gentlemen of this convention; in behalf of the Republic of Amer
ica; in behalf of the educational interests. in behalf of the commercial interests; in
behalf of the monl interests, and in the name of the heroes who offered their lives
as a sacrifice on the altars of liberty for the preservation of this country; in the
stars and stripes, meaning the blood bought, the washed white, the loyal American;
in the name of all that is good. pure and holy, New York nominates for the next
President of the United States, the choice of this school, the central star of his state,
the ideal of this nation, Philip N. Lewis, of Illinois.
If you would again see the barren wastes abundant harvest yield, cast your
ballots for Lewis; would you see the plow of prosperity overtake the sickle in the
field cast your ballot for Lewis.
Would you see peace, prosperity and happine s
reign in the North, outh, East and \Vest, on prairies, vale and hill, sweeping from
Maine to the Pacific Coast, from Lake to Gulf, from inland states to sea, then,
make as your chief magistrate the already anointed Saul, the Lewis of the Israel of
America, who stands head and shoulders above his peers.
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Seconding Speeches.
SPEECH OF P. L. MULL,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF G. A. MILLER.

MR.

CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

In a time of great political actions and reactions we come to add one more
item to our history which we hope will remain as a noble, patriotic and liberty-loving movement, enstampecl forever upon the sands of time.
We as a people have seen two great political parties, which it is not my purpose just now to condemn, rise, culminate and fall. Though those two, once great
and glorious parties, are now being threatened with destruction upon every hand,
the great tree of liberty is still towering with all its original vigor. Planted by the
honored veterans of 1776, with their illustrious and immortal leader, its roots are
penetrating farther and farther into a soil made fertile by the best blood of all nations and all times. With such a footing with which to withstand the storms of
time, we see its branches extending higher and higher into the free air which surrounds them, casting their cool and refreshing shadow of influence upon mankind,
which is felt today upon every land and every sea.
Today we stand 65 millions strong, while proudly gazing upon the grandeur
of that mighty tree, yet realizing that for it to stand and continue to grow, it must
be carefully watched and tendered.
We come together today as representatives of a new party, with high aims and
noble purposes, with a platform which we believe will meet with the wants of the
people, to choose a leader whom we believe the nation will not be ashamed to
honor. We are not uusconscious of the fact that he who assumes the responsibilities of his position carrying in its course the honors, the duties, the welfare and the
hope of a •great nation, should be a man beyond question.
Realizing that, that which should be the property of all is gradually drifting
into the hands of the few, that the poor man works no longer to his own interest
but to 'increase the already overwhelming income of the rich, we desire to have for
our leader a man who is especially a friend of the poor.
In view of the fact that
our nation is yet in a somewhat critical condition, and that the measures which we
advocate are new, we hope to secure as our next president a man of extended and
various experiences and unquestionable political ability.
But it is impossible with the time we have here to mention all the points of
superiority which our leader must have. The time for speech making has almost
passed away, and the time for decided action has come.
To find such a man as
this is no ordinary undertaking. We have searched diligently from the rock-bound
coa t of 1aine to the sandy shores of California; from the cooling waters of the
N orth to the warm and gentle Rio Grand on the South. \Ve have found our man
at last, but not in what we call the North, the outh, the East or the West. Not
among the rugged crags of the Rockies, nor upon the broad expan e of the great
central plain, but quietly dwelling among the apple and peach trees of outhern
1ichigan.
_
Ladies and gentlemen, the man to whom I refer and the man whom Indiana
intends to support, is the Hon. G. A. Miller, the illustrious on of her sister state
on the north.

PEECH OF CHA . A. McGO... AGLE,
SECO Dl 'G THE NOMI A Tl
~lR.

OF F. D. MCLURE.

HAIRMAN, FELLOW DELEGATES:

Once again are we, the representatives of the American people called upon to
select a fetlow citizen a chief executive of our country.
Before making this selection let us fully realize the magnitude and importance
of the duties devolved upon us. Let u feel deeply the debt we owe our forefather

,
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for acquiring the liberty and founding the grand institutions which are our inheritance Again renewing our allegiance to the stars and stripes, may we carefully
consider the task before us.
·
Nature has given us a soil which yields bounteously to the hand of industry.
Underlying our hills and valleys are rich deposits of useful minerals and valuable
metals.
The skies over our heads shed health and vigor.
But the protection of wise
legislation and well executed laws are necessary for the enjoyment of these endowments of nature.
This lovely land and these grand institutions are ours to enjoy, ours to protect
and ours to transmit. Our ancestors and our posterity alike hold us responsible
for the safety of this sacred trust. Political parties have been formed to act as a
guardian angel of this treasure and for a brief period have discharged their duties
well; then degenerating to a state of political impurity, have, from the public tills,
filled their own purses. By injudicious legislation they have made the rich, richer,
and the poor, poorer.
·
Under the management of the old parties, our government fails to protect its
citizens with the shield of an honorable national character. Corruption has crept
in and sharpened party animosity, and the leaders of the old parties have lost that
devotion to American freedom that inspired the patriots in the struggle that made
us a nation.
This condition of affairs calls for a new party, with new principles, to stand at
the wheel of the old ship of state and steer her safely through the dangerous whirlpool of political impurity to the open sea of national prosperity. It calls for a
party that will respect the rights of the American citizen, that will uphold right,
and that will seek the promotion of the welfare of the masses .
Such a party is the National Normal Party. We present to the people a platform broad and comprehensive, founded on justice and equality. A platform that
will meet all necessary requirements.
Thus equipped, our success is certain if we choose for a leader a man that possesses the qualifications necessary for the execution of the principles embodied in
our platform.'
Ladies and Gentlemen! That man's name has been presented to you. He is
a man whose ability is recognized by all and whose desire for justice is doubted by
none; a man who will defend the rights of the weak, and in behalf of the delegates
and citizens of the "Empire State of the South" I second the nomination of F. D.
McClure, of New York .
If you love liberty, support this man; if you desire the perpetuity of American institutions, vote for him. Then under the leadership of McClure the success of
the National Normal Party is certain, and then will begiu the dawn of a p eriod of
prosperity and a new era of justice.
SPEECH OF ADRAIN L. COURTRIGHT,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF C. E. SMITH.

MR.

CHAIRMA:->, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

"Let us now praise famous men and our fathers who begat us."
Even in these matter of fact days the world is ruled by sen.t irnent. Why
otherwise should an American's heart instinctively swell at the sight of a rec tangular piece of bunting colored in red and white stripes, with a blue corner d otted
with stars?
Why should this particular piece of dry goods be a sacred thing that many
thousands of men have lived for and died for?
It is a symbol inseparably connected with the history of this country, and e very
patriotic citizen should and does love it for the mighty achievements it has accomplished, for the peril it oft has been in and for giving to us what has since become
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the grandest and at the same time most enlightened and pro.gressive nation on the
face of the earth.
•
The National Normal Party in convention assembled should select a man who
will uphold that flag in the face of every trial. We should select a man who is an
American at heart, and whose whole desire is the advancement of this Republic.
And if some question arose, if some American ship was fired upon, as has lately
been done, or if in any way that flag was insulted by the hirelings of some foreign
ruler, we want a president who would at once demand that reparation be made as
openly as the insult.
We want more of the spirit of our Revolutionary fathers in our presidential
chair and among his advisers. We want more of the spirit of John Hancock, of
John Adams and of the venerable Livingston among our statesmen and law makers
of today.
In the generous spirit of our time, and the broad reasoning of this hour we
harbor no revenges and cultivate no resentments. \Ve remember Great Britian not
as the land of George the Third and Lord North, but as the home of Shakespeare
and Hamilton and Burke, of Gladstone and John Bright.
·
We of the North and our Southren brethren are united in strengthening, en·
larging and perpetuating our Republic.
We look abroad and behold restrictions upon suffrage and disabilities upon
religion disappear from Great Britian; France a republic; the German and Italian
people in possession of restored nationality, and we hopefully await the time when
the leaven of liberty from America shall have regenerated the political condition of
every race.
Mr. Chairman, Utah wishes to second the nomination of a man who loves
A man who is for
our Republic, and who has the blood of patriots in his veins.
the Republic first, last and for all time.
Who believes in the Constitution of the
United States as adopted by our forefathers, and which has been handed down
from generation to generation, enlisting new recruits and adding new defenders to
its teachings as the years roll by, and will go down into the coming ages as the
most remarkable document ever written.
We wish to second the nomination of a man who has all these achievements
which we demand should be a part of our next president.
Further, we propose to elect a man who will uphold the teachings of those
illustrious men who made brilliant the flag that floats over us today with no star
lost or dimmed, more than ever emblematic of assured umty and power. And as
we are gathered under its protecting folds, shoulder to shoulder, heart beat to
heart beat, in the full blaze of the risen sun of liberty, which gilds the glories of
the past and clearly reveals the duties of the future, with one voice, repeat the
deathless words of our martyr president, Abraham Lincoln: "That this nation
shall, under God, have a new birth of freedom; and that government of the people,
by the people, a:nd for the people, shall not perish forever from the earth."
Such a man we have in C. E. Smith, of Missouri.
SPEECH OF ERNEST E. HANCOCK,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF GEO RGE A. MILLER.

l\fR.

CHAIRMA. , LADIES AND GENTLEMEN~

\Vafted across the Alleghanies from the eastward; speeding over the Rockies
from the westward; floating softly up from the gulf in the unny outhland; and
far away from the very confines of the northland, comes the voice of the people; a
voice un1roken by discord . .
This voice is to be represented by the delegates of thi convention
\\' e are
met today in convention for the purpose of placing before th e merican people a
man to fill the po ition of the highest honor wi.thin the gift of thi the most glo~
ious of all Republic .
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lt is not to be supposed that this assembly will speak as one man. But it is not
to be doubted that so far as right and justice go there will not be one discordant
voice.
· People wait with bated breath the result of this action.
The Platform of the
National Normal Party brings hope and confidence again to the people.
Already
its influence we can hear the rustle of the robes of prosperity.
With this party under the guidance of a noble leader nothing is unattainable.
As it always has been, since history gives us any record, that nature has always pro ·
duced a man for the occasion; so also shall it now be none the less true, and like
on every similar occasion the prepared leader was at his post at the proper time, so
it is with the one nature has especially fitted to lead this new party, on, on, to the
success which lies just ahead .
No one need fear to trust" the helm of the ship of state in his hands.
In him
once more Lycur~us lives, together with a Cresar.
Most illustrious of Americas noble sons, Michigan's pride, Arkansas reioices to
take such a one by the hand and proclaim to the world a prosperity hitherto unheard
of with him as President of the United States of America.
Right well may Michigan, in all her pride, stand up before the bright array of
sister states and say, "Here is a man.''
It was Tennyson who said:
"l hold it true of him who sings,
To one clear harp in diverse tones,
Over their dead selves as stepping stones,
That men may rise to higher things.''
The same may be said of the two old parties.
On their remains as stepping
stones the National Normal party shall rise to higher things than yet achieved by
either of the other two.
Fellow delegates, let us act with all discretion.
By your ballots make the
choice of this convention -the choice of the nation.
Cast your ballot for George A. Miller and with him as helmsman the magnificient old ship of state will weather the roughest sea of adver ity and sail proudly
on before all the natwns of the globe; past the rocks and shoals of contention and
political strife, and enter safely the tranquil harbor of prosperity.
SPEECH OF CHARLES S. BISHOP,
SECO DI G THE NOMINATION OF F. D. M'CLURE.
MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES A

D GE TLEME

:

Pennsylvania has ever taken an active part in the affairs of ht:r country and as
a continuance of this fact she: come forward today to express herwishes in the choice
of a candidate for the highest office within the gift of the people.
It was in the soil of Penn ylvania that the sc::eds of the great liberties we today
enjoy were sown, when William Penn declared "l will found a free colony for all
mankind." The efforts of Penn and his zealous band of Quakers laid the foundation of a commonwealth whose name and its associations will ever be synonomous
with justice, liberty and independence; a commonwealth within whose borders was
declared the independence of the greatest republic that has ever existed; a commonwealth under whose protecting Jaws first became possible "the freedom and thought
of man.''
The intere Is of Pennsylvania are varied. Her interests are the interests of her
sister states. Of her vast multitudes of products her anthracites make cheery the
winter firesides of the humes of many a sister state; her iron makes possible many
industries outside her own borders and her tanneries produce the leather for the
shoes of a vast number of the American peo(Jle. For her abundant products which
she furnishes to her sisters she receives their product of which she has not an
abundance. Thus a single example of the reciprocal relation of the states.
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Recognizing this fad Pennsylvania today comes forth asking her sisters to ]oiii
her in support of a man from the great state of New York, a statewhoseprosperity
depends upon that of the whole body of states. There give to New York the president and the interests of the union will be secured.
New York has today placed one of her favorite sons before the American people. One of noble mind and giant stature; one whose majestic bearing cannot but
command the respect and admiration of the people; one whose coolness and calm
deliberation characteri ze the typical leader of the people; one in whom the American people may place their trust with firm confide.nce for the fulfillment of the
party pledges; One who, when called to choose between the interests of party and
the welfare of the nation, will not remain fettered by party bonds; one whose broad
principles and impartial judgment will not swerve toward sect:onal interests but
whose object will be the ('greatest good to the greatest number."
In behalf of the delegates from Pennsylvania I most heartily second the nomination of Frank D. McClure, of New York, for the next president of the United
States.
Give us F. D. McClure and the affairs of the nation will be administered that
when the last lingering beams of the setting sun of the nineteenth century shall
have disappeared below the horizon of Time we may view with satisfaction the
splendid consummation of the grandest century known to man.
SPEECH OF L. E. MORRIS,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF GEORGE A. MILLER.
MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

Upon us as delegates of the Natianal Normal Party rests the responsibility of
placing before the public a candidate for the Presidency of the United States.
North Carolina comes before you with a choice , a choice that is not ours alone, but
a mighty Republic's spontaneity.
The sorrowful tales of the past shows that too often, amid the clamor of politi cal parties, the intensity of partisian feeling has smothered the voice of tee people.
\Ve did not come here to in•ensify that feeling.
The object of the National Normal party is not to create contention nor strife; not to create party prejudice, but
that higher and more ennobling object, the everlasting of our nation anc the elevation of mankind.
All parties proclaim in the principles of their platform that the,- are bound
together for the welfare of our government and the benefit of the cou{mon people.
But in order to reign supreme high party aim are cast a ide and abdominal traffic
for offices is all that insipres activi1y. Our party creed is a nob le one, abreast ,,.ith
the time and equal •vith the ituation.
All that our party needs is a leader-a leader who has the staminy of a Jack . so:-~ or a Lincoln, a leader who has the ability of Jefferson, a leader who has the
intellectual capacity ?~a Garfi~ld, ~leader .w~o cannot be swayed by unprincipled
and unscrupulous poltttcal trafficers mto devtatmg from the honest course laid down
by onr platform.
nd o, ladi e;; and gentlemen, it seems that there must be ome
man, prepared by an education, ability and experience the bet fitted, as the nom inee of this convention.
.Such a man we ha e in our mid t.
Against the "beacon light" ,.vhom rew Vurk has brou!!ht forth, I have noth ing to say for l\k~lure i an honorable man:
Michigan, from some quiet hamlet
among her blue htlls, aave to the world my 1dol your tdol and the nation's idol.
The first pleasure of that bold and boyish heart wa found in cha ing the fierce blue
jay from peak to peak. Ne t he appears winning the prizes for cholarship in his
As time ·till progre ses he pitche his tent on College Hill, a solvillage chool.
dier of the normal band.
In the scientific class of 95 he will graduate with his
name highly entered on the scroll of honor.
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The nation's cry is "Give the choice of the people;" "Give us freedom' s own
inheritance;" ••Give us George A. Miller, of Michigan." I heard it amid the
Northern pines and the harvest bearing prairies of the mighty west, from the struggling masses yearning for justice, I heard it ainid the rush of the wheels of commerce, and from wherever the human families are benefitted by their fruits of their
labor.
Ladies and gentlernen, the people at this very moment are in breathless suspense, with eager to hear .the name - Miller-as nominee of this convention.
Nominate him and you elect him.
To elect him will be the peaceful and
prosperous administration
Elect him, my friends, and you will elect a man w]J.ose
interests is in no clique noa clan, but in the general good of the nation. Elect him
to this ofhce, and then may we declare with Livingston, •'This is the noblest work
of our lives."
SPEECH OF F. W. DRICKEN,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF G. A. MILLER.

MR.

CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

As delegates of the National Normal Party in convention assembled we are
today the centre uf observation of the most enlighted and progressive people which
has ever lived. At no previous time has the business of the convention been more
important than now. As the nation is entering anew upon a career of prosperity
after the late depression, as the wheels of industry are again set in motion, as the
satisfied face of the laborer is seen as he toils, it is necessary that there be placed
at the head of the government a master mind-a man which will aid and promote
the new impetuous given to the progress and prosperity of this great commonwealth.
We are a great people and a great nation. Placed by nature between two
mighty oceans unsurrounded by monarchal or despotic governments or superstitious
races, ab0unding in untold natural resources and wealth we are today the most liberty-loving and liberty· enjoying people in the world.
This commonwealth, founded upon the stable principle of self-government has
produced the greatest race of statesmen who ever lived. This nation which pro
duced am0ng its sons as great a general as Napoleon, this nation which has brought
forth as great an orator as Demosthenes, this nation which has produced the great ·
esJ: inventive genius that the world ever saw, this nation which has placed 111 its
presidential chair the rail splitter and the tow path boy marks the highest point in
the onward progress of the human race.
To this convention, unfettered by tradition, unstained by political corruption,
u11trammeled by d<:!ceit or strife, has been assigned the duty of choosing a man who
shall lead the party on to victory and who shall become the head of this great
nation.
In representing as we do the free and united people of a great republic founded
by the foresight and wisdom of our fathers, it behooves us to make a wise choice.
The greatness of a nation is known to the world to the extent of the greatness of
its political leader.
Thu the responsibility which rests upon us today must be
met in a wise and sagaciou manner.
We want ~man loyal and honest, a man re pected and revered by the toilers
of this nation, a man whose patriotism is bounded neither by state nor party lines.
Ladies and gentlemen of this convention, in behalf of the state of South Dakota I
heartily second the nomination for the presidency of the United tates of that 1 yal
and honored son of lichigan, Geo. A. Miller.
\Vith this peerless statesman as the standard bearer of our our party we are
confident of uccess.
1r. Miller is a statesman who will honor this nation-a
tatesman whom thi nation will be proud to refer too as one of the brilliant stars
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which adorn the most resplendid constellation in the political firmament of our day
and nation.
He is a statesman whose memory will be re.vered and honored by our posterity
as belonging to that galaxy of Americans which includes such men as Hamilton,
Webster, Douglas aud Lincoln.
I believe, ladies and gentlemen, that no greater, no nob.ler, no braver man can
be chosen by this convention than the statesman from Michigan --Geo. A. Miller.
Let our success be sublime in its greatness. Let it be the nation's triumph.
SPEECH OF FRED R. DEYOUNG,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OE G. A. MILLER.

MR.

CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

Party divisions, whether on the whole operating for good or for evil, are insep·
erable from free government.
This truth admits little dispute. It has been established by the uniform experience of ages. In our own country this concert of action, secured by party affiliation, bas preserved us trom many and great inconveniences.
·
The history of our country is eminently the narration of genuine patriotism.
No other realm has ever had a grander record. The existing nation suffices as an
eulogy upon the patriots to whom its beginning and its maintenance is due.
The
past is secure. The present has its anxieties and its perplexities.
Moments of peril are not far distant. There is much cause to consider and
little to presume. That optimism which at times characterizes the thought and
action of the American people in public affairs is not without danger.
The efforts
of the old political partie are not without alloy.
Desire for offi::e and power sup ·
plants statesrnanship. Attention is diverted from the present by eulogizing the
past. Past record is made a guarantee of the present and future.
It were well in this hour of need to heed those voices which have resounded
from age to age-that murmer from the choatic ruins on the banks of the far·off
Tiber, the whisper from the distant isles of glory's grave, Greece.
Past record, present opportunity and future possibility make our situation the
most responsible, the most critical in the annals of mankind.
Those great principles which patriotism has brought forth on the field of mighty battle must now be
developed in patience and in quiet.
In this age we are bound to a destinctive American character and purpose; to
grave responsibilities, and to a generous devotion to our country.
Born to bring about needed reforms,the National NonnalPartyisfounded upon
those principles the adament of whtch the ceaseless stream of Time will pass without injury. The triulllphs of the past afford no claim to the future. This new
party, nurtured in the spirit of true patriotism, embraceing the duty taught by the
occasion, eagerly and earnestly purposing the execution of those principles pro·
pounding public good, and built upon the eternal principle •of equity to man, merits
the !?Upport of the patriot. .
The National Normal legions, with armor and with shield, await the summons of a leader. The choice demands calm deliberation and mature judgment.
That deliberation and that judgment has been eminently exerci ed in the presenta·
tion to thi convention, for your suffrages, of a name which is honorable alike to
the memory of the dead and the reputation of the living.
A candidate who i firm in hi allegiance to tho e principle which the heart
owns, and the under tanding ratified. A man whose profundity, who e integrity,
ability and honesty of purpose qualify him before all others to lead the mighty
hosts to ultimate triumph.
That mau i Geo. . Miller.
In the joyful cry of the republic, lllinoi joins,
exclaiming: " Iiller you are our choice.
With yourself the nation s chief, its
freedOtit, it prosperity, and its glory will not perish from the earth."
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SPEECH OF S. C. FERRELL,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF FRA K D. M'CLURE.

MR.

CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

Already by the various speakers the condition of our country, morally, socially
and politically, has been pictured fro•m different standpoints. Little or nothing
new remains to be said, but pPrhaps we may arouse you as members of this organization, and as voters to a sense of the duty and responsibility devdving upon you
in the coming election.
Uur need is only to look around to disrover that this gn:·at fabric of g-overnment contains weak and deceptive threads interwoven with the better ones; cnncealed they are and disguised by the socialist, demagogue and anarc hist wh" have
woven them in, and only by, weanng the garment do we discover its defect~ ..
There are times and circumstances when these righ1s and privileges should be used
with care and good judgment, and certainly this IS one of them.
The past two years have been sad ones.
They are filled with the recollections of financial depression, when strikes and discontentment have been manifest
between labor and capital, when rioting and bloodshed have caused this nation to
suffer from the rolling waters of the Atlantic to the sleeping Pacific, from the Great
Lakes on the North to the orange groves of the South.
In consideration of these facts the National Normal Party has b~en organized
to uphold the voice of the people which has been trodden under foot.
The attention of the world is turned towards this great example of representative government to ascertain whether it will prove a ft!tile experiment and a miserable failure or a grand success. Foreign statesmen criticise what seems to them to
be our indigerence and lack of dispatch in dealing with lawlessness and disorder;
and let us not, in the enthusiasm of our patriotism, exclude from ourselves the fact
that there is some truth in what they say.
We need not necessarily be pessemistic, but we do need just enough of the
critical and distrustful to recognize and realize our dangers.
Seeing the evils we
are all ready to suggest remedies. Each man has the panacea that will cure all
the evils to which a nation is heir too.
One proves to us, to his own satisfaction at least, that the cure all is to be
found in free silver; another, in free trade; still another in free land; and last but
not least, vehement is he who cries for absolute freedom.
Then let us start this government on the road of prog-re s by the National Normal Party.
Liberty itself will find within the very boundaries of thi s party, if its
principles are administered as they should be, its surest gu<~rdian and promotor. Js
there any reason why we should not have a leader who is equal to the demands of
this National Normal Party?
It will be worthy of a free, enlightened, and at no distant period, a greater
nation than at present, to give to mankind a n0ble and more novel example:: of a
people by an exalted justice.
We wi h to second the nomination of a citizen who is a man, who ha a rep 1·
tation and abilities above reproach, one whose name has been presented to this
convention, and one which speaks for itself.
One, which from the mountain hei ghtc;
Unfurls its standard to the a1r;
One, which tear the azure r bes of night
And set Frank D. i\lcCiure there.
'PEE li
ECONDI G THF.

MR.

F

. D. , ATTERFTELD,
OM!NAT!ON

CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GE. TLEME

{IF

G . A. MILLER.

:

All great political parties have arisen to make some wrongs right. They have
gone before the people with this mission in view and bave met ~ ith succes .
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The federalists securep to the union a strong central government. The demo ·
cratic party brought the government nearer a democracy and held sacred the right~
of the people. The whigs secured to the union the power of the federal government to make internal improvements at national expense.
The republicans established the right of the federal government to coerce a rebellious state and abolish
slavery. But a ll these parties have reali zed the mission for which they were born,
and all of these questions have become the fixed policy of the government.
So
there is no need uf the present parties quarreling over questions that have been
settled. Able and virtuous leaders lead these parties to success; but since the questions for which they were contending have been settled, demagogues have arisen
and deceived the people and thus brought corruption into politics
The National Normal Party has arisen to make wrongs right ann is as sure of
success :-~s the sun is of rising on the coming - right November morn. Its mission is
to settle the questions <>f the day in the best interest of the penple, to honestly and
justly administer the affairs of government and restore the purity of the ballot and
honest elections. Its leaders are statesmen of recogni zed ability, able to cope with
the greatest statesmen of the world.
It is the purpose of this convention to nomi
nate one of these men as candidate for the next president of the United States.
For such a person, we need a man of great ability, a state~ma.n of lo<1g experience
in national life and able to ruide the "ship of state safely over the stormy waves of
time . For such a person we need a man of integrity aud a heart as pure in purpose as the angels
Texas, the f( reat Lone Star state of the union, recognizes these qnalities in the
person of the illustrious son of Michigan, Geo. A. Miller. There never has been a
successful revolution of any character but that some man of the people has led
them forth, even as Moses led the oppressed Hebrews from Egypt. In view of this
fact, Texas seconds the nomination for president a leader of the people, G A.
Miller, who shall soon be clothed in the mantle of authority and lead the National
Normal Party to victory next November.
If you desire the return of prosperity, if you desire the healthy ac.tivity of all
our industries, if you desire peaceful homes supplied with plenty by renewed prosperity, vote for G. A. Miller.
Ladies and gentlemen! I appeal to you in behalf of the ci vii and religious
liberty which you now enjoy; I appeal to you in behalf of our desire to restore purity of ballot and honest elections, and to establish a government far-reaching in 1ts
influence: [appeal to you in behalf of the Goddess of Liberty on Washington
Tower, who now beckons our candidate onward, to vote f or G. A. Miller, the
peerless statesman, the prince of Parliamentarians, the giant orator, the favorite
son of Michigan.
His life has been gentle and the elements so mixed up in him
th at nature might stand up and say to all the world, "This is the man."

SPEECH OF N. H. LARRY,
SECO DI 'G THE

OMINATI ON OFF. D. M'CLURE.

MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIRS AND GENTLEMEN.

In repre enting the people of a republic that was establi bed by the wisdom of
its founders and ·aved by the heroism of its patriots we must make the future
welfare of thi nation a progre ·ive one by our potential influence and calm deliberation .
No emotion tir the heart quicker than a entiment in honor of a grand and
noble character. As I at and observed this scene I remembered that it wa not
the billow but the calm level of the ea from from which all height and depth
are mea ured. Fellow delegate your present excitement may not mark the calm
judgment of ur pe ple.
When the emotions of this hour have subsided we shall have the calm level of
public opinion to weigh our choice today.
It i not settled here in thi brilliant
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circle where I see the enthusiastic faces of hundreds of delegates anxiously waiting
to cast their ballots and determine the choice of their party; but it is settled in the
six million homes of our country where the thoug.hftul father, surrounded by his
wife and children, entertaining the calm thoughts that inspire the love of home and
the love of country, where they remember the great o'nes who adorned and blessed
our country in days gone by .
The languishing shadows of the nineteenth century are heralding the approach
of a new epoch in our nation's history.
A time long looked and prayed for by all
lovers of liberty. A time has arrived when liberty, clothed in all her costly garments, soon will stand unveiled before the American people.
As a free thinking people we have founded a new party .
Because we believe
the old parties are destroying the liberties of the people.
Founded a new party
because we believe in the correct representatio n of the masses. Founded it because
we believe in the spirit of morality and the God-given principles of freedom.
Great responsibilities rest upon the members of this convention. Upon your
decision rests the destiny of this party, the fate of this republic and the existence
of this free and united party.
With our present platform in view, the grandest declaration of rights ever
written by men of the nineteenth century, we have but to name a man as its expoent, a man whose mind is as pure as its principles are just and success is ours. A
man whose highest ambition will be to carry out the principles laid down in that
platform. A man who will heed the cries of sixty-five million of people who are
tired of broken promises, tired of class legislation, tired of mortgaged farms and
thieving monopolies.
Such a man consented to have his name presented to this intelligent assembly ·
We believe that a big majority of the members of this powerful body of American
citizens are anxiously waiting to cast their votes for that man.
I, as a delegate from that grand old state with her snow-capped mountain
peaks, laughing waters and gigantic pines whose branches sway to and fro to the
gentle blowing of the breezes from· the calm Atlantic. The native state of the illus In behalf of the entrious James G. Blaine whose name will never be forgotten .
tire delegation, conscious of my present responsibility, with all the pride of an
American citizen, I second the nomination of the nation's choice, the knight errand
of liberty, the love of American statesmen, F. D. McClure, of ew York.
In the language of the poet, "Once to every man and nation comes a moment
to decide.'' The eyes of the nation are upon us and it is dangerous for u · to experiment or err. We cannot shirk dnty or lessen re pon ihility.
Gentlemen of the convention for me to eulogize this great man would he u eless. You are all acquainted with the attainments he has made anrl the manner in
which he has made them. H e has attained his position by no political artifice, hy
no unexpected turn of fortune's wheel, but by his fidelity to the people and his
ability to deal with established facts that he has won our greatest admiration as a
statesman.
Would you have gold and silver placed on a firm basis? \Voulcl you have the
vexed tariff question settled to suit the masses ? \Vonld you hear the hum of the
wheels of industry buzzing from Plymouth Rock to the Golden Gate? \i oulcl you
have a gigantic statesman to lead us on to victory? If you would then vote for
McClure.
The farmer as he tills the soil, the warthy miner in the far we ·t, the cotton
grower in the unny south, the 1 ew England manufacturer, all unite and send their
voices careering aero s the plain , saying "Give us :\1c lure."
Yonder on the height · of Washington Tower tan l · the
ocldc s of Liberty,
with arm extended an!i banner unfurleJ. b:::ckoning :\1cC inre to con1.!. l ,et us he
loyal to that call and rally round this defender of our rights.
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SPEECH

OF ALLEN

HELMS,

SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF F. D. M'CLURE.
MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

I give you greeting in the name of the power you hold; in the
name of the constituency you represent; in the name of the work
assigned you.
The place of power in our government, which gives it stability and vitality through the execution of the iaw, which insures us
order, peace and justice, demands a !uture occupant.
It is the united interests of the American people- the only
mandate America ever obeys, that has called us here to meet this
exigency and satisfy all demands.
And in this sarisfaction we are abou t to grant; we appeal not
to your prejudice but to your judgment; not to passion but to
reason; not to partisanship but to patriotism; not to personal aims
and ambitions but to national aims and national progress; not to
dishonor the past but to honor the future.
We comprehend that the demand is great and still greater in
its acomplishment.
But with the same reverence for the Deity who led the founders of this Republic to final success, let us confront the task
before us.
Our country has the great elemental forces of the church, the
home, the school, the shop, and the state to be urged to still higher
development. And we must realize and emphasize the importance
of selecting as its chief executive, one whose character and worth
will guarantee the inviolate sanctity and perpetuity of lhose conditions which condu.ce to that development.
To that end we review and summarize those questions effecting us as a nation:
vVe insist that the financial question be defined to the satisfaction of all.
That the devastating influence of the saloon and its kindred
institutions be suppressed.
That the struggle between Capital and Labor be adjusted to
the mutual satisfaction of each.
That the spirit of the constitution be kept by granting our
countrywomen the right to vote.
That the force which are moulding the plastic minds of our
children into creations of .:irm and stable citizenship, be supported
and compensated in consequence of the sacrifices they make.
That he who went forth from the associations of home to the
e~perience~ of the tnarch, the teQt and the battl~ field be mad~ tq
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feel that this nation is still grateful; that a nation's gratitude is
theirs, and a monetary testimony for deeds nobly done.
And furthermore, those higher qualities, morality, mentality
and spirituality, by which our posterity will know us when all our
materiality shall have passed away, be inculcated and grounded in
and upon the hearts and minds of this nation as a people,
That we must see the accomplishment of these conditions
involving our national destiny demands a man. fhis nation demands
that and Providence grants it.
With sentiment heartfelt, with enthusiasm, with conviction of
the right, I assure you that that man exists. He exists with those
capabilities which compel us to entrust to him those grave affairs
which interest us as a people.
He exists with a mind conyersant with those natural and acquired
acquitments for material progress, for his is the state where the
chained power of Niagara's roar blends with the serf of the ocean
white-squadroned with the fleets of commerce.
He exists with mind broad as the valleys unrolled from the
foot of stately mountains.
He exists with a hand that has struck the "Harp of lr1spiration" and made melody sublime.
And with the poet's vision we may see in him our desire gratified and our fath secured.
Sir. This is not the first, I hope it will not be the last convention of the National Normal Party.
I trust that we shall again be confronted by like duties, and
that we may participate in them as they devolve upon us.
But I want to make this impression now; I want to stamp it
indelliably with the die of today upon your hearts! upon the minds
of our constituents, that from the sunny South-land-Georgia fresh
from her baptism of fire and blood of thirty years gone by, and
from the fresher baptism of a newer, and a stronger, and a nobler
love for "Old Glory," Georgia sends across old n1onmouth's plain's
her heralds for supperting and seconding F. D. McClure for president of these United States of America.
Believing, aye knowing that in him, and with him, and upon
his sturdy form rest the primal de5tines of these American states.
Confident that not one vote will be misapplied or wasted upon this
nominee, for his aims, his purposes, his ambitions are those of the
American citizen.
His election assured, then patriotism will have lighted her fires
to burn forever on our country's altar.
Then sobriety and chastity, together with "their kindred virtues,
will troop as guardian vestal virgins of our land.
Then smiling prosperity and radiant peace will unfold their
wings o'er happy homesj then misery and want and gaunt despair
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will have hidden themselves away, and the triumphal ages will testify of the greatness, and the gloriousness, and the grandeur of the
administration of F. D. Mc'Clure.
SPEECH OF 0. H. NIHART,
SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF G. A. MILLER.
MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

It is true that our country has partically recovered from the
great crisis which confronted us last year.
Money and products
are slowly flowing back in the channels of trade.
Never-the-less
our party has a great mission to fill and it behooves us to use every
precaution in chosing a man who will safely pilot us through the
numerous trouble which we are sure to enter.
We meet here today on the common ground of the broad, stalwart, progressive and invincible National Normal Party, not in the
interest of any faction, or to legislate for any class, but for the
common good of all.
We stand on a platform that shows no discrimination between
the millionaire and the laborers of our land.
Its great principles are founded upon the. solid rock of progress. Vast and extensive public policies have been inaugurated
and we, as true American citizens, should exercise all our ability
and strength in carrying out its policy and invigorating within it
the power to crush all that retards the uplifting and freedom of the
people.
When patriotism falters, respect for law is at an end; when
faith and hope in our institutions are once lost, the downfall of our
republic is doubly assured; respect and integrity must glow in the
breasts of the American people for they are the only forces that
lay the foundation of a true government; the unity of government
insures us tranquility at home, peace in foreign lands, constant
prosperity and ever growing love for our country.
May our loyalty to this grand and patriotic party ever continue
to be augmented. It is the one party that best subserves the interests of all citizens and by her liberality will give ample remuneration for skill, industry and intelligence, and lead us to just and
wise conclusions. Its principles are best adapted to the circumstances of the people. We are here to avoid no principl e, or to
shun no i.;sue. \Ve are here today to choose a man who is to take
upon his shoulder::. the highest re -pon:;ibility that our nation can
bestow. I have in mind a man in whom we can trust and who will
lead us through the present diffi ~ ulties with a mighty and invincible
stride.
With him as our leader the seemingly black clouds which hang
over our nation will forever vanish.
The emblems of peace will
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float in the blue dome of the heavens overhead, the gigantic wheels
of progress will again revolve in their natural paths; again will be
heard from the Golden Gate to the Atlantic, and from the Great
Lakes to the soft zephyrs of the Gulf, a grand galaxy of voices,
snatched from the wreck of ruin, peacefully sailing on the great sea
of progress. That man is Geo. A. Miller, . of Michigan.
As Grecian art transcends all others, so does this man in
statesmanship and executive ability.
His sagacity as a leader is
unparelleled. He is cognizant of the fact that the deeds of every
day is written in an unchangeable verdict on the flame of the future.
Fellow delegates elect him president and with his election
there will be the beginning of the most prosperous times ever inaugerated under the stars and stripes.
In behalf of the "Buckeye" delegation and the thousands of
homes and industries we hope to represent, I heartily second the
nomination of Michigan's truest and noblest son, eo. A. Miller.
SPEECH OF

J.

A. LOGDSON,

SECONDING THE NOMINATION OF F. D. M'CLURE.
MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEME

:

We are here today as delegates to the National Normal Convention representing our respective states.
vVe are here for the purpose of choosing as our standard
bearer, a man who is able to take up the old ship of state and teer
out into mid-ocean, guided by the stars, undaunted by howling
winds and angry waves, careless alike of rainshine or storms.
The old ship is in a most deplorable condition; almost a sinking wreck, and none but the wisest and most experienced seaman
can stand at her helm and steer her over the turbulent waters,
through her dashing foam, and ride safely at anchor in the harbor
of prosperity.
He who takes up the reins of government at this time must be
a man of energy, of intellect and of power; must possess something more than the ordinary mind.
In fact he must be an intellectual giant.
Such a man, fellow citizens, we have in the person of F. D.
McClure, of California.
Mr. McClure ha been for many years one of the recognized
leaders of the National Normal Party.
When difficult que tions
have arisen and the government seemed ah.uo t on the verge of
goin to pieces, all eyes were upon him and every ear was turned
to listen to his voice.
He is a man of broad views and superior ability, and hi integrity is not to be questioned. He believes in a government of the
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people, for the people, and by the people.
He is an advocate of
the doctrine of equal rights to all and special privileges to none.
The time has c.o me for the amelioration of the lower strata of
society; the upbuilding and elevation of the masses; the equal and
even consideration and recognition of every individual who is obedient to our laws; who respects himself; who loves himself, his
family and his God.
The time for such a demand is here, and the voice of justice
calls aloud for an honest and conservative leader.
A leader, who
may ever be found bearing aloft the stars and stripes; a leader, who
believes in a Republican form of government; a leader, who has
read the history of the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, and wh,o
knows enough to be familiar with the fact that this Republic stands
only on the equality of its protectors and its defenders; by th e
patriotism of those who carry its flag, and vote those principles
enunciated in the declaration of rights as embodied in our organic
law.
In the name of the Omnipotent Judge I ask you who are its
defenders? When in r86r the war cry rang out wild and clear in
every home in this land who were the first to respon.d? Was it not
the m.ddleman and the laborer?
Such was then as is always the case.
That great galaxy of
heroes who went boldly to the front to shed their blood and die in
defense of liberty, freedom and union was made up in the main of
the farming and laboring classes of our land.
These are its protectors and to these sfiould be extended the
protecting arm of this government.
We have wisely embodied in our platform provisions for their
protection, and let us now act as wisely in the selection of a man
to execute them. Vole should place in that high possession a man
who has both the ability and the moral courage to e nforce each and
every clause as embodieJ in our platform.
Whom shall it be? whom shall we choose? shall it b e Mr.
Mc'Clure? If so, fellow citizens, we shall make no mistake.
Travel with me if you will from the rough and rock bo und
shores of Maine to the base of the shrouded Sieras; from the cataracts of Niagara to the orange groves of Florida, and will not find
in all this broad .l and another man so w~ll fitted for the great work
that must of necessity devolve upon the head of this government
during the ensuing four years.
Mr. McClure is a man of learning · and broad experience ;
thoroughly posted in all governmental affairs both foreig n and dome stic; thoroughly enlightened in all the great economical que tions that are now agitating the minds of the American people. He
is a diplomat and a statesman.
ot quick to decide but firm and
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l.mmovable in his resolutions. First, sure he is right, he is then,
like the immortal Lincoln, resolu te and determined.
Hence, we, the representatives of that grand old state who.se
verdant shores are bathed in the tranquil waters of the great ocean
of peace, whose blossoms are coaxed by the gentle breeze and
kissed by the brilliant rays of a glowing sun, and whose hundred
hills are enrich with golden treasures, which, though sought, are
yet unfound by mortal man; we, I say, the repre ..;entatives of California, take pleasure in seconding the nomination of this, the most
brilliant man of the age.
Nominate him, fellow delegates, and elect him. We give him
to you as one of the brightest, strongest, and most able men of his
time, and we trust that you will give him back to us president of
the United States.
SPEECH OF 0. W. CANN,
SECO DI

G THE

OMINATION OF P.

. LEWI

MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

We come not here to enumerate the many grand, noble and
heroic qualities of the great men of the past such as Jefferson,
Washington and Lincoln. Neither do we come to give a complete
historical account of the great events of this nation in the past, nor
to speculate to any great extent upon the future possibilities, but
rather do we come as delegates from the many divisions of this
great unit-the U. S.-to discuss the present needs of our nation
and to place at the head of the executive department of our gov ernment, a man who will manifest the same competency and grit
in discharging his duties as did Jefferson when he wrote tl;at fam ous declaration which declared us a free and honored nation; as
did Washington when he undertook to make that constitutLOn not
merely an assumption but a reality· or as did Lin oln when he
swore to preserve, protect and defend that con ti tution at a lime
when son was arrayed in arms again ·t father, brother against
brother, and our nation truly eemed destined to be rent asunder
fore er.
Today, ' e have no problems of exactly the arne haracter,
but we have problems which are of greater importance. Theref re
we need a man of greater ability than tho ·e men, ina mu h as the
nation ha · grown and prospered until it ha problem · whi hare far
more complex than the difficultie of those former great men.
In thi · day and age of our nation a man i needed wh( has
had great experience in tate affairs and who ha read e. ten iv ly
concerning the progr ·s, de line and fall f other nations, lhu en
abling him to deal with any question that rna ari se whi h affe ·t
the welfare f the nation.
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Strikes may be made, famines may come and wars may be declared. In such cases he must not be slow, weak and hesitating,
but prompt, strong and decisive. Such a man will give his time,
his future and his life, if necessary for the good of his country.
Besides this, extraordinary ability is essential to meet these possible emergencies.
This man must have a constant and steady current of ability
in order that he may safely pilot the ship of state through the ebbing and flowing currents of its ordinary affairs.
Questions will be brought to bear upon his mind every day
that were not thought of in the days of Jefferson, Washington and
Lincoln.
He must be able to deal with the tariff, the silver, the
liquor, the public lands, and to treat with foreign nations.
Besides all this executive ability he must have unbounded patience in order that he may withstand the entreaties of the poor,
the commands of the rich and the gossip of all classes which is
hurled at him from all sides. His greatest question or task will be
to bridge over or to fill up the gulf which is ever broadening and
deepening between labor and capital.
Now as a delegate from Maryland, I ask the assembly to let
its eyes wander with mine until they rest upon a man who is tall,
dark and stately, and whose general appearance betokens his ability to meet all the demands of our great and glorious nation. Yes
we all see him and I am hearily glad to second the nomination of
P. N. Lewis, of Illinois. ·
SPEECH OF E. K. SPONHEIM,
SECONDING THE NOMINATIO

OF C. E. SMITH.

MR. CHAIRMAN, LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:

The representative of a new party in whose hands we sincerely
believe lies the future prosperity and happiness of our country, we
are here assembled. \Ve cannot be insensible to the great importance of the work which lies before us. To carry out the wishes
and will of an intelligent liberty-loving people ought to fill our
hearts with the greatest feeling of responsibility and a deep sense
of justice.
We are not here to denounce the old parties and their leaders.
They are denounced more than human voice can utter by the present condition of our once pro perou country.
When the land,
which once was the legal property of the happy and and industrious
farmer, has been gra ped and is held in the iron clutche of capital
and monopoly. \ hen the legislator of the land dance to the
music of \\all street around the golden calf, unmindful of the
voices of the thou and of hungry and unemployed men.
\\rhen,
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In midst of plenty mothers in earnest supplication ask for bread
for their starving .children. When, in short, law and money becomes synonymous, can there be any ground for doubting the inability and corruption of the rushing spirit.
But, my fellow delegates, let us drop this curtain which reveals
these dark clouds hovering above our country, casting shadows
into many a horne, and with hope characteristic of the American
people, let us dip into the future full of opportunities and political
and social purity.
With the increase of learning and incelligence the people, their
judgment long having been led by the fascinating sound of the silver-tongued orator, will at last have their eyes opened to see and
and to judge for themselves what is to their own mutual benefit.
They will want actions, deeds-not words of their public servants.
Action that fulfills pledges. Deeds that flow with the current of
general prosperity.
The party who.se representatives has been organized by active
and en~rgetic minds having in view the exigencies of the times. It
. is an outgrowth of new ideas and new wants. 'Vhite it does not
profess to have a panacea for all social and political evils there
can be no doubt that its fundamental principles are the best that
can be advocated under existing circumstances.
To equalize opportunities of capital and labor; to make them
co-opperate to their mutual interests; to shelter the poor from the
oppression of the rich. These are the principles upon which all
political organizations in the future must be founded.
These are
the principles which we have adopted.
Though with hope and confidence this party looks forward into
the future, essential to its existence and progress is a leader who
knows the needs of the hour. One who in spite of oppositions and
struggles shall stand on the side of justice as firm as rock and who
knows no dictator but the will of the people.
N'o rth Dakota, one of the greatest agricultural states in the
union, on whose fertile soil has too long been extracted to feed the
monopolies in the east, comes to you today to tell you she has
found the man suited for the occasion.
A man whose abilities as
a statesman cannot be questioned. A man who from obscurity has
risen until now he is recognized as a leader of men. A man who
loves h1s country and the common people as be loves his mother.
This man is C. E. Smith, of Mi ouri.
In the name of your own happiness, in the name of pr sperity.
in the name of the stars and stripes which have led our forefath ers
into so many gloriou victorie~, I ask you to vote for
E . mith.
Then you can go horne to your constituent and with a pure conscience, say, ' I did my duty conscientiously."
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MANAGER OF GENERAL .DEBATE.
BIOGRAPHY.
Manager J. F. Smith is one of the many self made men who have aided largely
in establishing and maintaining the reputation of the N. I. . S. Ile was born in
Huntington county, Indiana, July 24, 1869, and lived with his parents on the farm
attending the district school during the winter, taking his place in the fields during
the summer. In this manner was his early years sp . . nt when at the age of sixteen
he took the step what has led many a farmer lad to fame and fortune. The narrow
~ourse of study of the eli trict school proved inadequate to his growing thirst for
knowledge and at the age of sixteen he completed the usual course and enterect the
hormal school at Huntington where his cla ·s record was one of the b st. He afterwards attended the normal school at Lebanon. Ohio. lie is a graduate of the
scientific and cla~ ·ic courses of the N . I. . S.
lie wa principal of the high
school at Roanoak, Ind , for two years where his work was of such character as to
recommend him to the notice of Mr. Brown who secured his services for the science
department, which position he still fills. The management of the forensic work
fell upon the shoulders of Prof. S. in '94, breaking the even tenor of his scientific
work with the clamorous debating S;!ctions of 3,0::>0 enthusiastic students. Tl;e
work, though different from that usually selected by the students, has been skillfully conducted through the past year.
The present term has seen only heated
contests for the honors, yet has the management been o imparti~lly exerci ed as
to command the respect of the most enthusiasted adherents of the different forces.
Prof. Smith will remain one of the faculty next year.

CHAIR. COM. o

RULES

A

n REGULATIONS.

BIOGRAPHY.
ADRIA
LIONAL
0 RTRIGHT was born in
Kankakee county, Illinoi , July 29th, 1872, of parents who were then engaged in the manufacture of
a patentright of which they had been granted articles of patent some years previou . His parents
removed from Illinois to Kansa in 18 7 and located in offee county where they engaged in farm ·
ing and where "Dick" the name by which he i
best known, remained until 1 o when he became a
cattle and sheep herder, filling the dutie of thi
occupation until he Wil. even teen when he accepted
a po. iLi n a an employe of the ~li ouri Pacific
Rail vay in Kan a and which he f !lowed for h o
year .
fter leaving the Ii ouri Pacific he engaged in mimng in the rich and undeveloped mines of southcentral ~Ii ouri and in
which he labored for some time.
bout thi time he became po e- ed with a
desire to entt:r upon a more efficient and practical education then he then po. se ed, and a a result he i now a member of the junior law cia: of '95· .\1r.
Courtright has been numbered among the tudents of the 1 orthern Indiana Normal
'c hool for over three years, making rapid progre in hi
tudie and biu fair to
make a way in the world for him elf.
lie wa. a de)e<rate to the convention ju l
closed, and was chosen as chairman of the committee on Rule and Regulation .
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CHAIRMAN OF CONVENTiON.

BIOGRAPHY.
EDWIN M. STOTLER, the eldest of a family of three children, two brothers
and one sister, was born near Carterville, Williamson county, Ill., March 16, 1873.
He lived on the farm until seventeen years, working in the summer and attending
the district school during the winter term. When seventeen he attended the
Southern Illinois Normal University at Carbo11dale during the falland winter terms
of 1890. He then commenced tea ching and in the spring of 1893 attended theN.
I. N. S. at ValparaiS<), Indiana. returning hom e to teach the succeeding winter.
He re ' urned to Valparaiso in the spring of 1894 and bas since been in the
normal school, working principally in the scientific course. He has had considerable experience in parliamentary practice having been chairm,tn of general de
bate one term, :.]'5o chairm'ln of various debating societies and other organizations
In August he rt'turned to his hrnne for a short vacation, and in Septemb~r he will
assume the duties as princip tl of the city high s..:ho.ll, Creal Springs, Willi.1mson
county, Ill, where be will be during the next school year.

Fifth Session.

CoLLEGE HILL, July 27, 1895·
Promptly at 10:00 o'clock Chairman E. M. Stotler called for order. After the
reading of the minutes of the previous meeting the convention proceeded at once
with the work in hand, vi z., the seconding speeches.
At 11:00 o'clock the seconding speeches being finished, the chairman announced that they would immediately proceed to ballot for president.
Before the vote could be completed the hour for adjournment had arrived.
The convention stood adjourned to meet in extra session at 2 :oo p. m.

Extra Session.
The convention being called to orde r a t 2:00 p.m. by tne chairman, th e balloting was resumed which resulted as follows:
Lewis, 15; 'mi th, 38; McClure,
186; Miller, 2o6.
No candidate having received a majority there was no election. Messrs.
McClure and Lewis withdrawing from the field a seco nd ballot wa then taken,
resulting as follow :
mith, 197; Miller, 249·
1r. Miller h avi ng received a majority be was declared elected president of the nited States.
Attempts were made to elect a vice president but owi ng to the intense excitement of the convention and the lateness of the hour they failed .
At 4:00 p. m. the convention stood adjourned.
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Inaugural

Address.

Delivered by 6. J\ . Miller, of Michigan, before the Normal Convention August 3rd , 1895, after his
Election to the Presidency of the U. S.
FELLOW CITIZENS:

In entering upon th~ duties of the high office to which I have
been called by the people of these United States, I am not ignorant
of the great responsibilities and tasks that are before me, yet my
• anxieties are lessened when I knuw that I am not to stand alone at
the helm of this ship of state to guide her safely over the stormy
seas of political agitation and business depression until she again
glides over the smooth waters of restored confidence and renewed
prosperi.ty for I know there stands by my side, as aids, the noblest
manhood and the truest and purest womanhood, who have from a
sense of loyalty and duty for the welfare of their country rallied
to the standard of the National Normal Party.
Strictly speaking, in a republican form of government there is
no individual ruler; but every citizen is c~.n executive who is given
the right to approve or the power to veto any law that is proposed
or p:a.ssed by the legislative bodies.
In entering upon the duties of this administration it will not be
amiss to look for a moment over the pages of history that record
the birth and growth of our country and draw from them perhaps,
s~me inspiration, some strength, at least some experience, to aid
us in the present and to guide us in the future. We read not from
some fablous A<: neid but ours is a reality. The founders of our
country were not the escaped from a ruined Troy, but they were
the honest, the virtuous, the intelligent, who, because their ideas
of religion and government were higher than those of their own
country, left their native land for the shores of merica that they
might set up in our land the standard of freedom and guard it wit:1
the liberty of speech.
Our government i not the work of an hour but it is the conummation of the experience of ages. It ha in it the democracy
of Athens, the power of Rome and the ju tice an 1 ' 'alor of the An glo Saxon . Yet with our great record and victories we still have
before us 1 roblems, the olution of which i a d iffi cult or perhaps
more so than those pre ented to our people of the pa t.
America is and ha been for more than a century, an asylum
' for the oppres ed of every land. Thi ho pitality has een accept-
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ed by many deserving ones, who have been both a credit and an
honor to our country. But there have been many, who, because
their dag-ger failed or their bullet mis:;ed its aim, or to escape punishment for some crime, have fled from the hand of justice in their
own country and have come here to claim protection under the
name of liberty. It is an endangering fact that many of the immigrants of the last decade belong to the latter class.
This fact,
together with an aim to protect the wages and honor of our laborers, behooves us to make our immigration laws more restrictive.
While we still invite the oppressed, the honest, and the diligent to
help us in developing the many resources of our country, yet for
the idlers or .the criminal we have no place, for the only reward for
our hospitality would be the assassin's bullet or the anarchist's
bomb, and to leave our immigration laws without further restriction
than they now have will not only be a national folly but a national
suicide.
I therefore urge congress to take an early action on this very
important question .
The large number of our illiterate foreign-born citizens make
it possible for an unprincipled politician to destroy the purity of
the ballot. vVhen men go to the polls and can not even read the
ballot they cast how can they be expected to vote intelligently on
the questions at issue? \Ve should, therefore, restrict the right of
suffrage to those who can, to some extent, read and write th English language.
f cour e there is an argument against this in that
if these citizens must live in obedience to our laws, and since the
fundamental principles of our government were conceived in the
spirit of pure democracy, they should, therefore have a voice in
making these laws. But the question stand somewhat like this:
hall Ignorance make our laws or shall we ue governed by Intelligence and Reason? Surely the latter.
For with Intelligence and
Reason we can surmount every diplomatic obsta le, span every gulf
of public dissatisfaction and walk the way to healthful pro perity.
ur ballot ystem hould therefore be so made as to prevent
any direct influence on the voter while he is preparing and casting
his ballot. The Au tralian Ballot ystem ha been trie and pro en
satisfactory, and while we denounce all federal interference in elections, yet we earne tly urge each state to adopt uch laws a w~ll
insure an intelligent, free, and conscientious ballot.
·w hile the rational ormal Party in its platform ma e no
mention a to whether the right of uffrage hould be extende to
women; yet with its br ad principles and pr gre ive i ea I know
that it make ~ no oppo iti n to '" uch a righ~. The question i not
ou ht women to vote but it i if they de ire IJch a right ·hall it be
granted? The an ' er to thi q uestion from e ery rea oning mind
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will be in the affirmative for no one would deny this right to a
mother, the best counselor man ever had. Women's abilities have
been proven equal to that of man, her mind as subtle, her thoughts
and her action purer and nobler.
Give her the ballot, if she so
desires, and she will renovate our politics. Let her have a voice in
making the laws to govern her sons and her daughters from the
cradle to the grave and nations will be better governed.
While the party further declared no method in which revenue
is to be derived yet I believe that we will all agree to the present
system of levying duties on imports. Yet I believe that the rate of
duty on the necessaries of life and on those articles which we ourselves do not produce should be lowered, and I think I will be sustained if I recommend to congress at an early date to make the
tariff schedule so as to serve, as near as possible, the just rights of
all concerned, show no class distinction, and make the rate of duty
as low as the protection of our laborers will allow and the revenues
of the government demand.
It is feared by some that we are unable to compete with other
countries; but we are doing it in many places at the present time,
so why can we not do the same at home when we have the transportation and materials in our favor? It is only when our rivers shall
cease to flow, and when our great lakes shall become unnavigable,
when our mines art! exhausted and our forests destroyed, it will be
then and only then that we will believe that we are unable to compete with other nations.
The great problem before our people today for solution is the
one of our present monetary system, and the most particular phase
under discussion at the present time is whether or not we shall have
the free and unli~ited coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to I.
Such a proposed change in our monetary <system at the present
would be an unwise and dangerous experiment, for our country is
at present just recovering from a severe shock of business depression and lack of confidence in the public credit, and for us to adopt
the proposed change would be placing side by side in circulation a
dollar of full intrinsic value and one of only half that value, and
from a well established law the cheaper money would drive out the
dearer money and we would be left on a silver basis.
Every time we would pay any of our foreign debts which were
made with people having a gold standard, we would be obliged to
pay for every dollar more than a dollar when measured by a silver
standard, and when they would pay a debt to u for every dollar
we would receive les~ than a dollar when measured by the same
standard.
It is argued that if we would adopt the free and unlimited
coinage of silver at the ratio of 16 to 1 the value of gold would de~
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preciate and the value of silver appreciate, thus bringing the value
of thl~ two metals to a parity. But this conclusion seems to be
erroneous, for by a mathematical approximation and taking into
consideration the supply of both gold and silver, their value could
only approach, but never reach, each other as limits.
The Monroe doctrine has always been favored, protected and
loved by our people. This doctrine should be brought forward and
applied in the construction of the proposed Nicaragua canal.
Although the work of constructing this canal is stupendous, yet it is
within the accomplishment of American thrift, perseverence and
skill. The Nicaragua canal, constructed and owned by the United
States, wpuld give them a controlling interest in the commerce . of
the seas. Such an interest has long been needed. American products are too largely carried in foreign ships. This is not with the
spirit of Americans. ~1:easures should be adopted by congress so
that our products may be carried in ships, built by the American
laborer, carrying our own national flag, and manned bo our own
seaman.
Our country today stands with no unbroken ties between the
states. The chords of union have, within the last decade, been
woven stronger and firmer, until we are today a nation with no
North, no South, no East, no West, but one people, united in common efforts for the weliare of our country and to give to posterity
a worthy inheritance. Much of this we owe in deep gratitude to
the veteran soldiers and sailors of our late war.
It was they who
left the comforts and pleasures of horne, the smiles and kisses of a
dear wife and loving children for the hardships and trials of war;
it was they who faced every danger, who gave their life- blood that
this country might be made free from the curse of slavery.
We may never be able to repay this debt of grattitu<ie but we can
and should see that every honest soldier, who fought or suffered
for his country, should be protected from the grim hand of want.
His na·m e should be inscribed on our country's roll of honor and
given a reasonable and just pension. And I know one of the best
~rewards we could give them would be to settle all troubles, both
internal and foreign, not by war, but by the mo ern, the civilized
method of arbitration so that they could rest in peace and know
that their children need never suffer the hardships of war.
The standard of the presidency has sometimes been lowered
by the incumbent seeking a second term. As the republic grows
the management of the government becomes more complex.
The
representatives become farther removed from their constituent an
the people will soon need a pre ident upon whom they can rely for
immediate and responsible action.
This will necessitate some experience on the part of the president, and while he hould be made ineligible for a sec n term,
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his term of office should be extended to six years so that he may
become mote experienced in the affairs and management of the
government and thus be able to give to the people, for at least a
few years of his administration; the benefits of his experience.
The theory of good govetnment may be discussed in all its
phases and by all the philosophers and statesmen, but unless the
character of the individual citizen is good the discussion will be
theory and nothing else. fhe peace of a nation does not depend
upon its laws but upon the contentment of its people. Make the
people happy and the country will be happy, make them right and
justice will make the laws, make them prosperous and the nation
will be prosperous. But all this can not be accomplished by the
making of statutes or the decision of courts, but the people must
be taught to make themselves happy, prosperous and right. Education is the only protector of their rights and the public schools
the bulwark of their liberties. Education makes them love the
ties of home and family. It makes them rear their sons to become
noble and patriotic men and their daughters to become true and
virtuous women.
,
As tirpe is slowly ushering in the twentieth century to be
wedded to the affairs of the world, the wedding march mu t not be
the Marseillaise, Wacht am Rhine, or the tar pangled Banner,
but it must be the high, harmonious teaching of our public school.
With that teaching our country will ever be protected again t the
assaults of the anarchist or the socialist. We will be a free, united
people, blessed with liberty, fraternity and love.
And now, realizing the many responsibili ties of the highest
office within the gift of the American people and knowing the
weakness of individual person, I earnestly solicit your aid and
humbly ask of Almighty God His guidance and blessing upon this
administration.

THE cor CLUSIO of Mr. Miller's inaugural addres ended the work of th
Forensic epartment for the year and added another ucce fully conducted convention to the credit of the management. We have met with nly the mo ·t con icierate treatment at the hand of the many who have taken an active part in the work,
and to them we owe our succe in placing the Rep rt in the hand of the mcmhcr ·
before leaving the hall. We thank them mo t heartily.
Typographical •rror.
peak for them elves.

WADE BRO .

WI E, Printers, Publl. b r and Bind rs, \' lparai o, Ind.

•

i3th · Annuai Excursion
•.•. TO .•••

-Niagara Falls,•
VIA. THE POPULAR

.·M ONDAY,

August 19, 1895.
A. C. BAKER,
Dist. Pass. Agent.

V. S. WENDT,
Ag't Valparaiso.

M. G. KelleJ, HiaJara Falls Excursion Manaaer,
VALPARAISO, INDIANA.
A. W. JOHNSTON,
Gen. Superintendent.

B. F. HORNER,
Gen. Pass. Agent.

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

General Agents Wanted
FOR THE BOOK

FOR TF:RMS AND TRRRITORY
ADDRESS

.~

~ ~ ~ w~ w~,

Valparaiso, Ind.

J.

C . CARSO , M. D.,

PHv. ICIAN AND
EYE AND E

SuR .EO?\.

R :PECJALlST.

DR. A. ].

LEAllS TilE TRt\llE I.
PIA.NOS AND C>RGA.NS.
103 EAST MO ROE . fREl<:' f.

EAST MAl

E. L. B W

DRY WORK

HlRTS TO ORDER.

STRf: ET.

-. R,

FRANK FALEY

.B

-DEALER 1. -

6ents Furnishing Goods.

THE . E REP

1.\Y I E H

RT .

• T

BogaF e s Book ioFe,
.. AT ..

Victual like your mother cooks. The
mo t homelike place in the

cnt by mail t

any a hire .

. ... CITY .....
3RD

R T

0

.\ ,

l, I-.,47

' OI.I.J:o.C Jo: '\.\'E,

, WEEK 2.oo;

1. 5 Tf.R. !.

Cts.

xtra.

38 E. WASHINGTON ST.,

CUNNINGHAM. E. E. • Liveryi
0. A. HARRISON.
JEll\lELER.

:VAIL,:

MODERATE PRiCES AND SATIS-

The : Je'V\:/eler

FACTiON GUARANTEED .
4i UNION STREET:

H. A. GILLETT,

FOR

lft~J~J~-~· ~ t>

ltt~!~~~~iS:,~~!~'' --~- ""~t~~~;: !I t
August Vedstead,
Dealer In

Stationery. Cigars
and Tobaccos.
All K i nds Students Supplies on hand
2 0 South Locust Street.

SHOE

r@!!~Ul!m~
~

MAIN STREET,

SHOP. VALPAR A I SO,- I N D.

Half Soles so Cents while
you wait. All work done
on short notice.
We also loan money on
Valuables at a low rate.

15 Monroe St.

GEO. CARD.

J. C. 'FLINT,
38 LOCUST STREET.

~~~~~tl~~~
lPw~~~~~w~~

.MERIT \1\JINS'

CC~ww~ W!Jl\ll
The Valpo Laundry is in
UCJJ~~~~~~
the Lead.
Try us.
Hill
Office, "Marks Store," 67 ·
ll'ttw~ 'Ja~~~~fll ~~ cr:~wald~ih
College Ave.
CHOICE STOCK OF
T el. 48 . Laundry 47 E. Main.

--MITCHELL LAFORCE,-DEALER IN AND M'F'G. OF

BOOJFB & BHOEB.
SOUTH

lDE

0

RT BOU E,

VALPARAISO, INDIA A.

GROCl~ RlES
ALWAYS 0

H

D.

Students patronage cordially solicited.

HACK LINE OP

J. J. R OBINSON ,
41 SOUTH LOCUST STREET.
LEAVE ORDERS AT BOGARTE'

STORE AND MARKS'

RESTAURANT .

.Th~

Stud~nts

Tailor Shop.

T en per cent. discount to Students.
Dress Suits $15.00 and up to $35.00.

WILLIAM BRUHNS.
SOLE AGENTS FOR THE

Celebrated Dutchess Pants
SPECHT &

FlNNEY ,

DRY GOODS,

.

Carpets, Curtains, etc. etc.

GEORGE QUi\TERMAS.
-

DEALER I N -

Dry Goods, Fancy Goods,
AND SUNDRIES.
A Safe and Reliable Trading place for both students
. and Strangers.
Main Street, Opposite Farmers' National Bank.

M. M. MUDGE,
Artistic (C) \9
Photographer.
F il)est Cahiqet Porlrai~ Work
A

SPECIAL TV.

For Strictly First-Class Photographs MUDGE'S Gallery leads.
Free Art Museum in connection with Gallery.
Empire B lock, 13 East 1\Iain treet.

J.v.:[_ ..6__

S..6..LISEURY~
----DEALER IN----

Magazines, Papers,

Ww~tl~!lil

Wcerr~Ih3lwciltl~~~

Valparaiso,

Indiana.

\1\Jhat our Poet Says.

·

RAWN'S the man who shaves with ease,
Get in his chair and you he'll please,
His hair cuts are so very nice,
If you try them once you'll try them twice.
His shaves a re fo ur for twenty-five,
H is hair cuts they are ten plus five,
Those shampoos, they are in the lead,
They'll clean your head, just what you need.

D

COR. COLLEGE AVE. AND UNION STS.

LATEST GOODS,

LOWEST PRICES.

Norman Green,
The leading d eal er in

Gent's Furnishing Goods.

H/\Ts '

Shirts, Collars, Cuffs,
Umbrellas, Underwear Shoes, Etc

Complete Asssort m e n t o f J e '\A/ e lry.

Cor. College Avenue and Union Streets.

Shoes for the People.
Shoes for the Student.
Good, Reliable Footwear at a very r asona I
P rice.
Repairing eatl) done and at a very mod rate
Cost. Gh e me a trial.

CHA
No. 7 Ea.·t l -ain

tr

t.

. PIERCE.

C. G. DRO\A/N,

·BOOKS,
STATIONERY
AND PERIODICALS.
16 \Vashington Street,

-

Opposite Pos toffice.

l~ading fhotograp~~rs, ·

HINE/\ & SCHULDT.
17 East

Valparaiso,

Maiq street,

-

-'

Indiana.

DON'T FAIL TO VISIT

Restaurant and
Ice Cream Parlors.

C.HICAC0
~Jo, _
CRAND

TRUNKR!

Chicago &
Grand Trunk
Railway.
(6rand Trunk System .)

"WE DO NOT CJlOSS THE CANADIAN LINE BUT 60 UNDEJl."

International Tunnel Route
Passing through that electric-light, ngineering marvel
of the XIX Century, to all points ast and west. C nnecting with div rging roads.

Niagara Falls Direct Line
and scenic way through th Provine of Canada, and
that portion of ew York State aptly term d

Th e

'-V itzerland of .A.m e riea.

Sev nt) -four T n ngines-Fast V tibuled Train No Trestle \Vorks-lron and t ne Bri gesPerfect R ad Bed-And Ev ry Appliance Conducive to ~peed, Com... fort and P rf ct af ty ...

Rates Low as the Lowest
and Baggage Checked Through.
For time, rate , etc , see local agent or addre s

G ... B. RE \
Traffiic

\V. E.
L,
n. Pa ·s. ., Tick t
r't.

~Ian.

I

The Normal Book Store
-AND~

.Students Emporium.
WE SUPPLY AT THE Very Lo'W'est
Price EVERYTHING THAT STUDENTS NEED FROM A HAIRPIN
... TO AN ENCYCLOPEDIA ...
ALL KINDS OF BOOI\:S, STATIONERY, DRAWING INSTRUMENTS, MICROSCOPES,
.... ANYTHING, IN FACT, ....
. . . . . . YOU NEED ..... .
AF fER YOU GO HOME, IF YOU NEED ANYTHING, WRITE US AND WE WILL DO
JUST AS WELL BY YOU AS IF
YOU WERE HERE. NO
Ml\TTER WHAT YOU
WANT, GIVE US · A CHANCE
.... AND WE WILL FURNISH IT ....
PROMPTLY AT THE LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE
1\~.

E.

BOGARTE,

PROPRIETOR.

